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Kurzfassung: Optik und Miniaturisierung sind zwei Shlüsseltehnologien mit vielfäl-
tigen Anwendungsfeldern, denn sie ermöglihen Produkte mit höherer Funktionalität bei
gleihzeitiger Reduktion der Gröÿe sowie der Kosten.
In dieser Arbeit werden zwei Anwendungsmöglihkeiten für Mikrooptik in den Bereihen
optisher Übertragungstehnik und paralleler Mikroskopie untersuht. Weiterhin werden
vershiedene optishe Simulationsmethoden aus den Bereihen Strahlenoptik und skalarer
Wellenoptik in homogenen und inhomogenen Medien analysiert und weiterentwikelt.
Die Herstellung und Optimierung von miniaturisierten und hohkompakten Faserkop-
plern, die unter anderem für Ative Optial Cables geeignet sind, bilden den ersten
Shwerpunkt der Arbeit. Dabei wird besonders auf die Herstellung mittels UV Tiefenlitho-
graphie in SU-8 sowie möglihe Replikationstehniken eingegangen. Durh die Verwendung
von mehreren Belihtungungen unter untershiedlihen Einstrahlwinkeln wird die litho-
graphishe Herstellung von hohpräsizen Strukuren mit einer Höhe von mehreren hundert
Mikrometern und shrägen Flähen ermögliht, die zudem auf einfahe Weise replizierbar
sind.
Im letzten Teil werden die Vorteile der Mikrooptik im Bereih paralleler Mikroskopie
untersuht, sowie das neue Konzept eines parallelen Mikroskops auf der Basis von GRIN-
Stablinsen vorgestellt.
Abstrat: Optis and miniaturization of omponents are both key tehnologies sup-
porting the progress in many multidisiplinary areas and enabling produts with more
funtionality at redued size and osts.
Two appliations of miroopti integrations in the eld of optial ommuniations and
parallel mirosopy are investigated. This thesis also deals with light propagation in geo-
metrial optis and salar wave optis, both in homogeneous and inhomogeneous media.
The fabriation and optimization of integrated ber ouplers with appliations in ative
optial ables are the rst fous of the thesis. A new onept for ompat ber oupling
with a pith distane of 250µm and an integrated 45◦ mirror is introdued and all steps
from fabriation over repliation to oupling eieny measurements are desribed.
For the fabriation of miniaturized omponents a new method using UV deep lithog-
raphy in SU-8 with multidiretional exposure for struture angles above 45◦ is developed.
Repliation tehnologies like diret UV repliation and soft lithography using PDMS are
also analyzed with respet to large-sale prodution of highly integrated strutures.
Miniaturization is also investigated in parallel mirosopy to speed up high ontent
sreens in life siene. The onept of parallel mirosopy is analyzed and a ompat
GRIN-rod lens system is developed with the apability of sanning mirowell arrays with
10k spots in one san.
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Chapter 1
Introdution and overview
In the last deades a hange in the ommuniation market took plae. Established ele-
trial ommuniation systems were replaed by optial systems. Using higher frequenies,
eletrial interonnets are restrited by dierent physial limitations, while optial inter-
onnets are not. Unlike optial transmission, the primary hallenge for eletrial ondu-
tors is the attenuation of wires with inreasing length and frequeny. In addition photons
show no ross talk and are not inuened by eletrial and magneti elds, at least not
with normal eld strength. These advantages are used in long distane ommuniation
where the proessing is done by eletroni iruits and the transmission by optial bers.
Optis for transmission is used for ever shorter distanes. From onneting ontinents,
ountries, ities, and homes, one is now looking into the advantages of optis in the range
of less than a hundred meters and even to hip-to-hip as well as hip internal interonnets.
This work started with the demands of the FAIR projet where a new aeleration
faility at the GSI Darmstadt is planned to be built until 2015. One detetor in this ex-
periment is the CBM detetor (ompressed barioni matter), whih is designed to analyze
highly ompressed nulear matter. Due to the design of the detetor and the surroundings,
speial demands on the interonnetions have to be met. They have to work on dierent
voltage levels in the range of ±300V and be radiation hard. They have to be pluggable,
no pig tails, and have to over a rst distane of 30m. The best solution would be a able
whih is pluggable like ordinary eletrial ables but transmits the information on the basis
of light. This onept is alled `Ative Optial Cables' and is not only interesting for high
energy physis but although for the whole ommuniation and omputer market. Reently
a study showed a potential market of several billion dollars. Intel, Emore, Finisar and
some other ompanies already have produts on the market. Unfortunately these are still
expensive and do not use the full potential onerning the density of optial interonnets.
The optimal pith distane for optial hannels is determined by the pith of the fabriated
soures and photodiodes, in the ase of VCSELs the pith is 250µm allowing a density of
four hannels per millimeter. As the onversion from eletri signals to optial ones has
to be done in a very small onnetor there is no plae for large bend radii whih would be
needed if the bers were diretly oupled to the VCSELs. For bers parallel to the board
3
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on whih the VCSELs are mounted one needs some kind of deeting element next to the
ber alignment struture. The resulting miro optial element has to fulll at least three
tasks: the deetion of light by 90◦, the alignment of the ber, and a funnel to simplify
the insertion of bers. Additionally, an optimized surfae of the mirror will fous the light
into the ber to reah higher oupling eienies. An appliation of these oupling stru-
tures will only be suessful if two or more riteria are met. First, the repliation of these
strutures has to be aurate, fast, and at low osts. Seondly, a proess to align the ber
ouplers with the VCSELs has to be found.
A total dierent eld of miniaturized omponents is mirosopy. While lassi miro-
sope objetives onsists of many bulky glass lenses, alternatives using miniaturized lenses
are being investigated. The design goal here is a largely parallel and ompat system
where the omponents do not have to be time-onsumingly aligned and where the lenses
are fabriable by repliation tehniques suitable for mass prodution. Suh a miniaturized
system is not only better suited for parallelization, its prodution is also heaper.
Overview
The rst part of the thesis investigates dierent fabriation and repliation tehniques,
espeially UV deep lithography for the fabriation of integrated miro optial strutures.
Starting with an investigation of the UV illumination system for lithography using mask
projetion, the hapter goes on with UV deep lithography and points out some alternatives
to it. UV deep lithography is examined in detail with a fous on multidiretional exposure.
The subsequent hapter introdues two repliation tehniques: diret UV repliation and
soft lithography.
Part 2 deals with dierent light propagation methods, from ray traing to the propa-
gation of waves in inhomogeneous media. The hapter on geometrial optis introdues a
ustomized ray traer whih is developed to simulate and optimize the oupling eienies
of ber ouplers inluding the propagation of rays in inhomogeneous media. In order to
desribe light propagation from mask patterns into thik resist, the next hapter deals with
aspets of salar wave optis and analyzes dierent methods for the propagation of waves
in homogeneous and inhomogeneous media. Part 2 is onluded with a UV deep lithogra-
phy simulation whih is based on the methods derived in the hapter on salar wave optis.
Two appliations for miniaturized omponents are desribed in Part 3. The main
appliation of the thesis is the development and haraterization of an integrated ber
oupler fabriated by UV deep lithography. A ompat optial oupling tehnique is one
of the main features of ative optial ables.
Miniaturized parallel mirosopy designed for the ViroQuant projet is the topi of the
seond appliation part. The onept is based on GRIN-rod lenses and integrated beam
5splitters. The hapter also ompares analytial paraxial equations for GRIN rod lenses to
simulations inluding higher order terms.
The thesis is onluded with a summary and perspetives.
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Part I
Fabriation of miniaturized omponents
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Chapter 2
Fabriation
In the 20th entury lithography beame one of the most important fabriation tehniques
for miniaturized omponents. One distinguishes between many dierent types of lithogra-
phy suh as transfer lithography, soft lithography, miro lithography, and photolithography.
Among these dierent lithographies the photolithography stands out beause it enables
most of the important miro fabriation tehniques. It starts with the omplete market
of integrated iruits, where the size of the smallest iruit path is given by the resolution
of the lithography, and ontinues as the most important tehnology for the fabriation of
mirooptis (Sinzinger and Jahns [47℄).
Two types of photolithographi fabriation proedures are distinguished: sanning
lithography and mask lithography. In sanning lithography a modulated laser writes di-
retly into a light-sensitive material alled photoresist. In mask lithography the pattern
of an amplitude mask is transfered into the photoresist, either by projetion optis or by
uniform illumination of the mask positioned diretly on the photoresist. In the latter, one
distinguishes between hard ontat, where mask and photoresist are in diret ontat, and
soft ontat, where a small gap is left in between. During exposure the photoresist hanges
its properties. In the following development step and in the ase of negative photoresist,
exposed areas remain and unexposed areas are dissolved.
Deep lithography means using thik resist layers, typially > 10µm. The ahievable
resolution strongly depends on the exposure soure used. In deep lithography the resist
is exposed with partiles like protons or with eletro-magneti soures of dierent wave-
lengths. UV deep lithography stands for photolithography using thik resist and a UV light
soure of about 365 nm. This has to be distinguished from Deep UV lithography where a
radiation between 150 nm and 300 nm is used. In this work, sanning lithography is used
to produe binary amplitude masks, whih are later used in ontat lithography to transfer
their pattern into a thik resist.
The hapter starts with an analysis and optimization of a given UV illumination system
used for photolithography. The photoresist SU-8 allows to produe strutures with heights
of up to several 100µm. Applying illumination under dierent angles of inident inreases
the variety of funtions whih an be integrated into miro optial omponents. Ultra pre-
ision mahining as an emerging alternative for the fabriation of miro optial omponents
9
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is also investigated. At the end of the hapter a omparison in terms of surfae quality
and auray is given.
2.1 UV illumination systems 11
2.1 UV illumination systems
The quality of strutures ahieved by ontat lithography depends strongly on the prop-
erties of the illumination system. Important parameters are the spetrum of the light
soure, the illumination homogeneity on the substrate, and the angular spread. In the
eld of UV illumination systems, merury vapor lamps are ommonly used. The spetral
lines at near UV are the i-line at 365 nm, the h-line at 405 nm, and the g-line 434 nm. Due
to the spatial dimension of the bulb and the radiating volume within, no passive optial
system an be built to ahieve a homogeneous illumination with high power eieny and
an angular spread lose to 0◦. For this reason, every illumination system is a trade-o be-
tween power, homogeneity and angular spread. In the following hapter the harateristis
and partiularly the angular spetrum of a given UV illumination system are analyzed and
improvements for a redued angular spetrum are desribed.
2.1.1 Properties of light soures for deep lithography
The main properties of a UV illumination system for deep lithography are the intensity
distribution, the angular spread, and the radiation spetrum. The spetrum of the light
soure has to be suitable for the photoresist used. SU-8 for example is sensitive in the near
UV region whih orresponds to the i-line of a merury vapor soure. The intensity at
the illumination area denes the time needed to expose the resist. Lower intensity means
longer exposure times. A homogeneous irradiane aross the whole illumination area is
also needed. Critial is the angular spread of the system beause an inreasing spread has
a diret impat on the side walls of the obtained strutures.
Figure 2.1: Angular measurement of the UV illumination system
The angular spetrum of a light soure an be measured using an optial Fourier trans-
form system, see Lius dotoral thesis [34, hapter 5℄. Her measurement setup onsisted of
a lens and a amera plaed in the fous of the lens to determine the angular spetrum of
the light soure (see g. 2.1). The relation between the divergene angle δ and the lateral
shift g in the image is given by the formula
±δ = atan
(
g
f
)
. (2.1)
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In the geometri optis approximation of a thin and symmetri lens, a ray going through
the enter of the lens is not refrated, hene the angle δ is found on both sides of the lens.
This is also depited in gure 2.1 where the rays through the enter of the lens are bolder
than the two border rays. For ompleteness, the relation between the pixel in the image
and the lateral shift g is given by
g = n · dpix (2.2)
where n is the number of pixels and dpix the size of one pixel on the CCD amera.
The measured angular spetrum of the mask aligner was ±3.3 ◦. Figure 2.2 shows the
horizontal deviation ∆x of a theoretial SU-8 struture with height h, whih was exposed
by an illumination system with an angular divergene of δ.
Figure 2.2: Impat of angular spread on SU-8 strutures
Taking Snell's law into aount the horizontal error ∆x is
∆x = h · tan
(
asin
(
n1
n2
sin (δ1)
))
. (2.3)
For a struture with h = 100µm and an angular spread of α1 = 3.3
◦
the lateral error
is ∆x = 3.4µm.
In the following paragraphs dierent methods to reah a homogeneous light distribution
with low angular deviation will be examined.
2.1.2 Uniform illumination
In photolithography, a uniform light distribution in the illumination plane is very important
to reah onstant quality of strutures along the whole substrate. An optial setup for a
mask aligner with uniform illumination often onsists of an elliptial mirror for ollimation,
a light soure mounted in the rst foal point of the ollimator, a y's eye for uniform
radiation, and a ondenser lens (see g. 2.3). Sine the soure is a luminous volume,
the light foused by the ollimator into the seond foal point is expanded. The light
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distribution in the foal area is further distorted by elements inside the light paths from
the bulb to the foal point suh as wires for eletrial ontats and holding strutures whih
ast shadows.
Figure 2.3: Typial UV illumination setup in photolithography
The y's eye, positioned in the seond foal point of the ollimator, onsists of two
lens arrays. The rst y's eye array is often alled objetive array and the seond array
is alled eld array. Eah objetive lens of the array forms an image of the ollimated
light soure at the foal plane of the objetive lens. A uniform illumination is ahievable
with one lens array and one ondenser lens positioned in the foal plane of the objetive
array, if the angular divergene of the inoming light is lose to zero. In this senario the
radiation of eah image is transformed to ll most of the illumination plane. The result
is an aumulation of all images of the light soure whih forms a uniform illumination.
Sine the angular divergene of the light soure is not zero, the images overlap only partly,
building a nonuniform distribution. If the eld array is added to this setup and put into
the fous of the objetive array, and if the ondenser lens is moved behind the eld array,
a uniform intensity distribution on the illumination plane is ahieved. The gures 2.4 and
2.5 show the result of a Zemax simulation of the mask aligner without and with a y's eye.
Figure 2.4: Without a y's eye: donut-
shaped irradiane on the plane of illumina-
tion
Figure 2.5: With a y's eye: uniform irra-
diation on the plane of illumination
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The prole without a y's eye is that of a donut, sine the lens is a Fourier transformer
of the angular distribution inside the aperture, whih is donut-shaped. With a y's eye,
the desired top hat is obtained. It is obvious that the homogeneity of the top hat in
the illumination plane depends on the number of images whih are aumulated. The
more hannels of the arrays are added in vertial and horizontal diretion, the better the
homogeneity beomes. There is also a draw bak if too many hannels are used. Sine the
edges between two lenses are not innitely sharp, light is sattered in these regions. As a
rule of thumb, approximately seven hannels or more are needed for uniform irradiane at
the illumination plane. The y's eye of the mask aligner used in this thesis onsisted of
ten hannels in both diretions with a total size of 4 cm× 4 cm.
2.1.3 Trade-o between intensity, uniformity and angular spe-
trum
The ondenser lens with foal distane fcond is loated one foal length fcond behind the
eld array. Therefore, the lens transforms a spatial deviation d(r) at the eld array into
an angle deviation δ on the plane of illumination as follows:
δ = atan
(
d(r)
fcond
)
. (2.4)
The parameter d(r) orresponds to an aperture radius, whih overs the eld of view
of the ondenser lens. For homogeneity, a large number of hannels is needed, whih
results in a larger aperture ausing an inrease of the angular divergene. In order to
minimize δ, the aperture has to be redued while keeping the homogeneity in a tolerable
region. If a miniaturized y's eye with equal performane were available, this would be the
rst hoie beause the angular deviation is redued while keeping the homogeneity. The
miniaturization of the y's eye is limited by the diameter of the seond foal spot of the
light soure d2nd. If the diameter of the aperture beomes smaller than d2nd, the intensity
in the illumination plane dereases rapidly. The simplest way to redue δ of a mask aligner
is to insert an aperture behind the eld array at the osts of power and homogeneity. In
order to nd the best parameters for the insertion of an aperture, the available mask aligner
system was simulated in Zemax. Figure 2.6 shows the system setup for the simulation.
In order to minimize the energy loss from the aperture, the best loation is a few
millimeters behind the eld lens in the foal plane (see g.2.7 ).
The simulated irradiane behind the eld lens shows (g. 2.8) that the energy in
the dierent images from the primary light soure dereases from the enter to the outer
regions of the eld array. Thus an aperture whih uts of the outer parts redues the
angular divergene without losing too muh power. Table 2.2 shows a omparison between
dierent radii of apertures. The aperture in the rst line redues the 10 × 10 array to
the inner four images of the primary soure, while the aperture in the seond line inludes
the inner sixteen images, and the last is without an aperture. All three setups have been
simulated, realized and measured. The detetor in the simulation with a length of 12.7 m
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Figure 2.6: Zemax Simulation of the mask aligner with aperture
Figure 2.7: Side view on the y's eye Figure 2.8: Irradiane 1.5mm behind the
eld array (Zemax)
was divided into 15×15 squares. In order to redue the inuene of statistis in the Monte
Carlo simulation, the number of emitted rays was hosen so that more than 1.4 million hit
the detetor. The values for the uniformity on the detetor, i.e. the plane of illumination,
are alulated within an aperture of r = 5 cm. Valley intensity Iv and peak intensity Ip are
given relative to the mean value. The standard deviation is alulated from the normalized
intensities I within the illumination plane
σsim =
√√√√ 1
N
∑
N
(
1− I
I¯
)2
. (2.5)
The standard deviation σsim in formula 2.5 is only alulated for the simulation beause
the number of measured data points was insuient.
Table 2.2 shows the orrelation between radius of aperture, intensity, and uniformity:
dereasing the aperture size dereases the angular spetrum however also the intensity and
uniformity. The measured intensities for both apertures were lower than the simulated
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Aperture Intensity
[
mW
cm2
]
Angle Relative uniformity [%]
Radius Isim Imes δsim δmes Ivsim Ivmes Ipsim Ipmes σsim
4.0mm 9.7 6.4 0.7◦ 0.7◦ 94.2 72.1 115.1 120.2 4.3
8.5mm 32.4 22.4 1.6◦ x 95.0 90.0 110.3 109.6 3.2
none 72.0 72.0 3.0
◦
3.3
◦
96.4 96.1 106.5 102.6 2.1
Table 2.2: Comparison of system parameters for dierent radii of aperture, simulated and
measured : intensity, angular spread, relative peak and valley intensity, and the oeient
of variation for the simulation
ones. This indiates that the illumination distribution on the eld array is spread more
widely over the eld than in the simulation. Another reason an be that the aperture was
not positioned perfetly in the foal plane of the eld array. Both errors lead to lower
intensity. The variation in the peak to valley intensities is an indiator for an alignment
error of the aperture with the optial axis, beause peak and valley intensity were in the
plane of illumination opposite to eah other, peak on the right, valley on the left. Another
inuening fator is the distortion of the seond foal point of the light soure. If it is not
radially symmetri around the optial axis, but shifted for example, the uniformity on the
illumination plane is also distorted. Figure 2.9 shows the intensity distribution and gure
2.10 the angular divergene. In both gures an aperture with r = 8.5mm is used.
Figure 2.9: Simulated intensity on the de-
tetor with aperture r = 8.5mm
Figure 2.10: Simulated angular spetrum
on the detetor with aperture r = 8.5mm
In summary, the angular deviation of the mask aligner an be redued by inserting an
aperture in the foal plane behind the eld array. It depends on the appliation whether
intensity and uniformity or angular divergene are more important. A better hoie, how-
ever, is a miniaturized y's eye with more hannels.
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2.1.4 Light rod as homogenizer
Light distributions are also homogenized with light rods. The priniple of a light rod,
whih is often retangular to avoid austis [24℄, is based on superposition of the inident
light eld with every total internal reetion. The number of reetions m for a single
ray propagating under the angle α inside a light pipe with length L and diameter d is
alulated in 1D with the equation
m =
2L · tan (α)
d
. (2.6)
Figure 2.11: Zemax Simulation of the mask aligner with a light rod
Figure 2.12: Intensity distribution in front of the light rod at z = 0 , at the end of the
light rod z = 100mm, at z = 150mm and at z = 250mm
The level of uniformity at the end of the light rod is a funtion of the number of
internal reetions. The uniform light distribution is only given at the end of the light
rod, sine the angular harateristis are not hanged. This is illustrated by the following
simulation. The y's eye of the mask aligner is swapped with an aperture and a light rod
with d = 17mm. The length L = 100mm orresponds to three reetions for an angle of
inident α = 10◦. Figure 2.11 shows the simulation setup.
The simulated intensity distribution at dierent z loations are shown in gure 2.12. In
order to ahieve uniformity in a ertain distane behind the light rod, an imaging system
is indispensable. The size of the illumination area is then given by the magniation fator
and the diameter of the light rod. To investigate the performane of suh a system the
following one was simulated (g. 2.11): Light rod with L = 20 cm and r = 8.5mm, two
apertures, two lenses for imaging with magniation m = 3.
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Figure 2.13: System with light rod and imaging optis
Figure 2.14: Intensity on the illumination
plane
Figure 2.15: Angular spetrum on the illu-
mination plane
The harateristis are summed up in table 2.3, and the intensity distribution on the
illumination plane as well as the angular spetrum are shown in gure 2.14 and 2.15.
The system design study with a light rod shows that it is in priniple possible to obtain
uniformity with light rods. Considering UV illumination systems, the results propose the
usage of a y's eye instead of a light rod. The performane of the y's eye in every analyzed
property was equal or better.
Image width Intensity
[
mW
cm2
]
Angle Relative uniformity [%]
Iv Ip σ
5 cm 50.3 6.8◦ 88.9 107 4.7
Table 2.3: Performane of a simple light rod and imaging system
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2.2 UV deep lithography
Deep lithography stands for lithography using resist thiknesses > 10µmwhih are exposed
by partiles or photons. With the invention of high funtionally resists, whih are sensitive
to the near UV range, lithography in thik resist is not limited to the high requirements of
partile beams or synhrotron radiation anymore. UV illumination systems desribed in
the previous setion are suient now.
The rst setion introdues the photolithography proess with SU-8, whih was used in
this work to fabriate master strutures for dierent appliations. The following setions
investigate the exposure proess step and desribe the development from normal exposure
over inlined exposure to multidiretional exposure. The hapter is losed with an analysis
of the surfae quality, additional fabriation methods like ultra preision mahining, and a
onlusion.
2.2.1 SU-8 proess
The negative tone photoresist SU-8, based on EPON SU-8 epox resin from Shell Chemial,
was originally developed by IBM (LaBiana and Delorme [31℄ and Shaw [46℄) and further
deribed by Lorenz et al. [36℄. With thiknesses up to 2mm, high aspet ratios, mehanial
stability, and sensitivity to UV light, it is used in many appliations like miro uidi,
MOEMS, et. (Despont et al. [14℄, Zhang et al. [59℄, Liu et al. [33℄).
The SU-8 proess ([26℄, [38℄) is divided into eight steps shown in gure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: The SU-8 proess hain
The `Exposure', where the aid for the polymerization is generated in the illuminated
regions, is the ritial step and the fous of this setion. The exposed regions of negative
tone resist remain after development. That is, if the energy is high enough to allow ross
links near the substrate for adhesion. Depending on the sequene, mask, resist, and sub-
strate, one distinguishes between two setups for illumination. In the ommonly used setup
the mask lies on top of the resist, but it is also possible to turn the substrate upside down
and set the mask on the substrate with the resist below. In this ase, gray tone lithography
in SU-8 is possible at the ost of struture resolution. The loss in resolution is a result of
the dirations at the mask and the longer distane between mask and resist. This eet
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is also visible if the mask is in ontat with the resist and the resist surfae is not perfetly
planar. Therefore it is important in the oating proess to minimize the height variation of
the resist. So alled `edge beads' have to be removed. The term `edge bead' refers to the
eet in spin oating that the resist layer near the border of the substrate is thiker due
to surfae tension. Sine the edge beads only our in the outer region of the substrate, a
redution of the mask size in hard ontat lithography redues the impat of edge beads.
This approah was used in this work. With a substrate size of 6 cm× 6 cm all masks were
ut down to at least 3 cm×3 cm, the planar region of the resist. The impat of edge beads
on the resolution of strutures is shown in gures 2.17 and 2.18.
Figure 2.17: SU-8 struture exposed
through 6 cm mask
Figure 2.18: SU-8 struture exposed
through 2 cm mask
2.2.2 Spin oating
In all lithography experiments 3 gr SU-8 were deposited on square oat-glass substrates
with a length of 6 cm after those had been leaned. The following spinning proess started
with a rotation speed at 500 rpm to spread the SU-8 for t1 = 15 sec and dened the
lm thikness in a following step with faster rotations for t2 = 25 sec. Figures 2.19 and
2.20 show the orrelation between nal struture height and spinning speed in the oating
proess. For an approximation of interim values, the funtion
h(x) = A · e−α·x + c (2.7)
with the parameters A, α, c was tted. Knowing the exat lm thikness is very important
in order to be able to apply the orret exposure time.
2.2.3 Exposure dose
The preise ontrol of the exposure dose D = I0 · t is of the utmost importane in the
whole proess. Insuient exposure time results in total loss of the strutures due to
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Figure 2.19: SU-8 50 spin speed urve (t2 =
25 sec), t parameters: A = 381.5µm, α =
0.001325 rpm−1, c = 50µm
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Figure 2.20: SU-8 25 spin speed urve (t2 =
25 sec), t parameters: A = 148.3µm, α =
0.00128 rpm−1, c = 15µm
the insuient ross linking with the substrate, while longer exposure times redue the
resolution. The orret exposure time depends strongly on the thikness of the resist.
Fabriation of strutures with new thiknesses typially requires a series of time onsuming
experiments to determine the orret exposure time. The results of experiments with
gray lithography in the next setion suggest a minimum exposure dose for dierent lm
thiknesses, while the setion following gray lithography examines the exposure dose needed
for suient adhesion in standard lithography.
2.2.3.1 Gray tone lithography
In 2002 experiments with gray tone lithography in SU-8 were made by the group of Brenner
to fabriate ontinuous phase elements (Wohlfeld and Kufner [55℄). The exposure setup
and two fabriated phase elements are shown in gures 2.21 to 2.23.
Figure 2.21: Exposure
setup for gray tone lithog-
raphy in SU-8
Figure 2.22: Wedge by lin-
ear gray tone mask
Figure 2.23: Wedge by ex-
ponential gray tone mask
In order to determine the threshold between remaining and dissolving SU-8 in relation
to the exposure dose, two experiments were undertaken. In a rst step a mask with an
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array of retangular apertures was exposed to inreasing doses and the SU-8 height was
measured after development (see table 2.4).
Height h [µm℄ 0 96 164 233 342 425
Exposure time t[sec℄ 10 20 40 70 130 250
Table 2.4: Dependene of struture height on exposure time
These results suggest an exponential relation between the struture height h and the
exposure dose D
D(h) = I0 · c · eα·h. (2.8)
A funtion t with c = 11.1256 sec, I0 = 7.97
mW
cm2
, and α = 0.0073 1
µm
is shown in gure
2.24 where I0 is the intensity in the plane between substrate and SU-8.
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Figure 2.24: Correlation between SU-8 ross link depth and exposure dose in gray tone
lithography
The height of the strutures orresponds to the threshold between remaining and dis-
solving SU-8 during the development. This threshold is the lower limit for the exposure
time. It does not orrespond to the minimum exposure dose in standard lithography (mask
on SU-8) beause the ross linking has not only to be strong enough to resist the develop-
ment but also to provide enough adhesion to the substrate.
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2.2.3.2 Standard lithography
In standard lithography the results of an exposure dose experiment are of four kinds: no
struture (lift o), under ut struture (low exposure), normal struture (orret exposure),
and blurred struture (over exposure). These four are illustrated in gure 2.25.
Figure 2.25: Struture variation with inreasing exposure dose: lift o, under ut, normal,
blurred
The dierene between a remaining struture and one that lifts o is narrow and does
not only depend on the exposure dose. Other fators are impure substrate surfae, too
high temperature steps in the postbake proess, i.e. thermal stress, size of the adhesion
area, et.. Applying adhesion promoter like HMDS (Hexamethyldisilazane) before oating
SU-8 inreases the adhesion of SU-8 on glass or silion wafers and therefore redues the
minimum required exposure dose. The exposure dose also depends on the reetivity of
the substrate, whih has to be taken into aount if the substrate used is not glass.
The SU-8 experiments on glass substrates at our hair of the last 5 years are depited
for dierent thiknesses and struture sizes in gure 2.26. The results for mask apertures
smaller than 50µm are from the diploma student Ehrle.
The gure distinguishes between good results (green symbols), insuient exposure
(blue symbols), and over exposure (red symbols). The experiments from the student in
the upper left orner were made to haraterize the new mask aligner 3 years ago. His
mask inluded many small strutures the size of 25µm, while the struture size of the
other experiments were in the range of 75− 150µm. Sine adhesion for smaller strutures
beomes inreasingly ritial, he used higher exposure doses than the other results suggest.
In summary, the exposure dose not only depends on the lm thikness but also on the size
of the smallest strutures to guarantee suient adhesion on the substrate. The ompila-
tion in gure 2.26 is still useful to get an idea, in whih exposure dose region one should
start with new lm thikness and or struture size.
Sine most lab notes only inluded the exposure time and the date, the atual exposure
dose had to be estimated from the known intensity measurements. For ompleteness, the
ompilation of the intensity variations over the past 5 years is depited in gure 2.27
The intensity ompilation shows that the intensity dropped by 40% over a time sale
of 2 years and 5 months, or 110 h of mask aligner operation.
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Figure 2.26: Exposure experiments in the last 5 years
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Figure 2.27: Development of mask aligner intensity in the last 5 years, measured values
are represented by irles
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2.2.4 Inlined exposure
Lithography is not restrited to perpendiular exposure. The angle of inidene is another
degree of freedom in the fabriation of miro strutures. Standard methods for inlined
exposure, demonstrated by others (Yoon et al. [57℄, Han et al. [27℄, and Ling and Lian
[32℄), are limited to struture angles < 36◦ due to the refration law. Using additional
omponents like oupling prisms and immersion liquids, every angle from 0◦ to > 55◦ an
be realized.
2.2.4.1 Slanted strutures and angle of inidene
The relation between the angle of inidene θi and the angle of the light inside the resist
θt, determining the angle of the struture, is given by Snells's law
nisin (θi) = ntsin (θt) . (2.9)
Without any additional omponents, θt is limited by
θtmax = asin
(
ni
nt
)
. (2.10)
From air with ni = 1 to SU-8 nt = 1.69 the limit is θtmax < 36.3
◦
. Additional omponents
like prisms are needed to inrease θtmax. For example, in a setup with a 90
◦
quartz prism,
θtmax is inreased above 55
◦
. Figure 2.28 depits a setup for slanted exposure with water
immersion and gure 2.29 depits the orresponding angles inside the resist.
Figure 2.28: Photolithography setup for in-
lined exposure with water immersionand
90◦ prism
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Figure 2.29: Relation between θi oming
from air (ni = 1) and θt inside the resist
(nt = 1.69) for the setup with 90
◦
prism.
45◦ struture are obtained with θi = 58.9
◦
Strutures with 45◦ angles are of speial interest in this thesis. The slanted surfaes
an be used as mirrors, for example in integrated ber ouplers in the appliation part of
this work. Slanted strutures for dierent retangular apertures are shown in gure 2.30.
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Figure 2.30: Slanted 45◦ strutures in SU-8 for dierent retangular aperture sizes
2.2.4.2 Transmissivity and reetivity
Going from perpendiular to slanted exposure, reetions and energy transfer between sur-
fae boundaries have to be more areful evaluated.
Reetions on boundary surfaes deform strutures and an ause additional ghost
strutures. A ghost struture is some remaining resist in a shadow area of the mask, often
the form of an aperture near by. To prevent these, index mathing in every possible layer
is indispensable. Water with a refration index of 1.33 proved to be pratial.
The following derivation of transmission and reetion follows the explanations of Born
and Wolf [1℄ and Brenner [4℄.
The transmission and reetion for the amplitude of polarized light on surfae bound-
aries are desribed by the Fresnel formuale. By using the law of refration one obtains
r⊥ = −sin (αi − αt)
sin (αi + αt)
(2.11)
t⊥ =
2sin (αt) cos (αi)
sin (αi + αt)
(2.12)
r|| =
tan (αi − αt)
tan (αi + αt)
(2.13)
t|| =
2sin (αt) cos (αi)
sin (αi + αt) cos (αi − αt) . (2.14)
The Fresnel oeients r and t desribe the relation between the amplitude of the inident
eletro magneti eld, and the reeted or transmitted eld.
To meet the energy onservation, the inident energy on a unit square dA has to be
equal to the reeted and transmitted energy per unit dA, thus
Ii · cosθi · dA · dt = Ir · cosθr · dA · dt+ It · cosθt · dA · dt. (2.15)
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With the denition of the optial intensity I for µ = 1 with the eletrial eld amplitude
E
I =
n
2µ0c
E2 (2.16)
and the law of reetion θi = θr, the energy onservation on surfae boundaries beomes
ni · E2i · cosθi = ni · E2r · cosθi + nt · E2t · cosθt. (2.17)
or
E2i = E
2
r +
ntcosθt
nicosθi
E2t . (2.18)
By normalizing E2i = 1 and inserting the denition of the Fresnel oeients r =
Er
Ei
and
t = Et
Ei
one obtains
1 = |r|2 + ntcosθt
nicosθi
|t|2 . (2.19)
with r and t either for || or ⊥ polarization.
For unpolarized light one has to average over all orientations for eah polarization. Be
Eu the part of one orientation of the polarized amplitude Ep with
Eu (θ) = Epcosθ, (2.20)
the average over all θ of E2u is
1
2
E2p sine cos
2 = 0.5. The alulation for the perpendiular
polarization Epp of Ep is similar, exhanging cos θ with sin θ, and also results
1
2
E2pp. Finally,
the transmissivity T and reetivity R for unpolarized light are
R =
1
2
(
|r⊥|2 +
∣∣r||∣∣2) (2.21)
T =
1
2
(
|t⊥|2 +
∣∣t||∣∣2) ntcosθt
nicosθi
. (2.22)
The diagram in 2.31 depits the transmissivity and reetivity for polarized and unpo-
larized light going from air to silia.
The seond diagram in 2.33 shows the transmissivity for the slanted exposure setup
for eah boundary, with 90◦ prism (see 2.28) and water immersion: air to prism Tprism,
prism to immersion Tim1, immersion to mask Tmask, mask to immersion Tim2, immersion
to resist (SU-8) Tresist, and nally the transmissivity as produt of all fators from air to
resist T . For the energy transfer, there is no dierene going from refration index n1
to refration index n2 or from n1 to n2. Therefore Tim1 = Tmask = Tim2 share the same
urve. The seond gure shows the limit of water immersion. The transmitted energy
drops fast beyond θi = 60
◦
. Strutures with angles θr > 45
◦
demand immersions with
higher refration indexes in order to keep reetions small. The improvement going from
water immersion nw = 1.33 to an immersion liquid with ni = 1.5 is shown in the third
diagram 2.34.
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Figure 2.31: Reetivity R and transmissiv-
ity T for normal, parallel, and unpolarized
light going from air to sili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Figure 2.32: Reetivity R and transmissiv-
ity T for normal, parallel, and unpolarized
light going from silia to air
2.2.4.3 Exposure dose
During exposure, the important unit is the exposure dose D
D = I · t (2.23)
with the intensity I dening the exposure time t.
From the two equation forms of energy onservation
1 = |r|2 + ntcosθt
nicosθi
|t|2 (2.24)
and
1 =
Ir · cosθi
Ii · cosθi +
It · cosθt
Ii · cosθi (2.25)
with the inident intensity Ii, the reeted and transmitted intensities Ir and It, and the
Fresnel oeients r and t, a formula for the reeted and transmitted intensity is derived.
Sine the ratio Ir to Ii must be equal to the energy ratio E
2
r to E
2
i whih is |r|2, one derives
the relation
Ir = Ii · |r|2 . (2.26)
By setting formula 2.24 equal to formula 2.25, both formulas equaling 1, and inserting
formula 2.26 one derives the relation between inident and transmitted intensity as:
ntcosθt
nicosθi
|t|2 = It · cosθt
Ii · cosθi
It = Ii · nt
ni
· |t|2 . (2.27)
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Figure 2.33: Transmissitivy T at every
boundary for the inlined exposure setup
from gure 2.28 with water immersion
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Figure 2.34: Transmissitivy T at every
boundary for the inlined exposure setup
from gure 2.28 with n = 1.5 immersion
Analog to the previous onsiderations for unpolarized reetivity and transmissivity,
the intensities for unpolarized light are
Ir = Ii · 1
2
(
|r⊥|2 +
∣∣r||∣∣2) (2.28)
It = Ii · nt
ni
· 1
2
(
|t⊥|2 +
∣∣t||∣∣2) . (2.29)
The transmitted intensities on all surfaes for the 90◦ prism setup with water immersion
are depited in gure 2.35. In this setup the intensity inside the resist drops for 45◦
strutures to 68%.
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lined exposure (setup g. 2.28)
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Figure 2.36: Reeted intensites for in-
lined exposure (setup g. 2.28)
The reetions from eah boundary are represented in diagram 2.36. Two reetions
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are ritial, the reetion from the bottom side of the substrate bak into the substrate
(and to a great amount bak into the resist) and the reetion from the boundary resist
to substrate. The alulation above showed that the reeted intensity from the substrate
bak to the resist is less than 1%, and the reeted intensity from the water bak into the
substrate is 2% of the inident intensity, thus both are in a tolerable region.
2.2.5 Exposure setup
In inlined exposure, people often use setups where the substrate is inlined and the illumi-
nation soure is left unhanged ([58℄, [27℄). This is the setup of hoie if index mathing is
dispensable. If index mathing is indispensable, all air boundaries have to be lled with the
immersion liquid, inluding the last interfae substrate to air. Thus the substrate has to be
put into a tank ontaining liquid, illustrated in gure 2.37. A more pratiable solution is
an inlined illumination while leaving the substrate in a horizontal position. In this setup
only a few droplets of immersion liquid are needed between mask, prism, and resist and
only a small volume under the substrate to fulll the index mathing requirements. The
new setup is depited in gure 2.38. Due to the easier handling and the minor onsumption
of immersion liquid - whih does not matter for water but matters for other immersion
liquids - the inlined illumination setup was used in this thesis for all inlined exposures.
Figure 2.37: Multidiretional exposure
setup with inlined substrate and immer-
sion tank
Figure 2.38: New multidiretional exposure
setup with inlined illumination and mini-
mum immersion liquid onsumption
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2.2.6 Multidiretional exposure
The funtionality of strutures, fabriated by photolithography, is further inreased by
illuminating under dierent angles of inidene. Figure 2.39 depits a ombination of
slanted and perpendiular illumination.
Figure 2.39: UV deep lithography with double exposure
Parallel to the work presented here, multidiretional exposure was investigated by Yoon
et al. [58℄ who presented in their paper many dierent slanted SU-8 strutures fabriated
by variable inlined and normal exposure. Sine they used no additional omponents like
prisms presented in the paragraph before, their struture angle is limited.
The ombination of inlined and normal exposure is beneial for slanted miro stru-
tures used as masters for repliation. Sine avities ause problems in molding repliation
approahes, the avities generated by inlined exposure have to be lled. This is done with
a preliminary exposure step with normal illumination. Naturally, the orret alignment
of the mask in multi exposure has to be guaranteed. In the ase of only one mask, the
displaement of the mask in the dierent exposure steps has to be prevented, for example,
with UV adhesive. Figure 2.40 and 2.41 show an integrated ber oupling struture for
two hannels, fabriated by double exposure (normal, slanted).
In multi exposure lithography with one mask, some areas under the mask are exposed
more than one. These areas show signs of overexposure sine eah single exposure step has
to be long enough to provide enough energy for the polymerization down to the substrate.
The eet of overexposure an be partly ompensated by reduing eah exposure time to
slightly less than the minimum dose, the dose where a single exposure would result in
insuient adhesion. If the area, whih is illuminated more than one, is large enough, the
umulated energy will provide enough polymerization for suient adhesion.
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Figure 2.40: Miro struture fabriated by
double exposure in SU-8 (side view)
Figure 2.41: Miro struture fabriated by
double exposure in SU-8 (top view)
2.2.7 Quality of strutures
The quality of strutures is dened by many properties depending on the requirements.
For most miniaturized omponents the ontour and position auray are important. The
roughness of a surfae is another relevant property for strutures, if these surfaes have to
provide funtionality like deeting and guiding light.
2.2.7.1 Position and ontour auray
In lithography, the position auray is lassied into the auray of alignment between
mask and resist and the position auray of the fabriated strutures. Mask alignment
is ritial in appliations like hip fabriation with many layers, where eah new layer has
to be perfetly aligned with the last one, or in the fabriation of miro optial eletrial
mehanial systems (MOEMS) where the struture has to be plaed in a spei position.
The position auray of fabriated strutures without mask hange is dened by the
auray of the mask prodution. The amplitude masks in this work were fabriated on
a lithography sanner with a position auray of 50 nm and a minimum feature size of
800 nm.
The ontour auray depends mainly on the resist and the illumination properties. A
perfet retangular aperture, imaged into resist, only generates vertial side walls with the
orret exposure time (see g. 2.25). Due to diration on the boundaries of the mask,
the ontour auray dereases with the thikness of the resist. In slanted exposure, the
auray of the struture angle is important, espeially if the surfae is used as a mirror
with the struture angle dening the reetion angle. Figure 2.42 demonstrates that an
angular auray in the order of 1◦ over 80% of the surfae is ahievable.
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Figure 2.42: Miro struture with 46◦ angle obtained by UV deep lithography with double
exposure
2.2.7.2 Surfae quality
The side wall surfaes of SU-8 strutures often show some kind of ries. The experiened
diversity of these ries is large, but their general diretion is always similar to the applied
exposure diretion. From stohasti ries, gure 2.43, over periodi ries, gure 2.44, to
strutures with smooth regions interrupted by small regions with ries, everything has
been observed.
Figure 2.43: SU-8 sidewalls fabriated by
normal exposure
Figure 2.44: SU-8 sidewalls fabriated by
double exposure (normal, inlined)
For the haraterization of the surfae gradients and roughness, a reetion measure-
ment and a roughness measurement using a white light interferometer are employed.
Reetion measurement The loal gradients of a surfae determine the harateristis
of a reeted beam. Therefore, a reetion measurement using a known soure and evalu-
ating the reeted intensity is one way to haraterize the gradients of a reetive surfae.
One important appliation of slanted SU-8 strutures use the slanted surfae as energy
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reetor. Important here is, how muh the surfae disturbs the reetion of a Gaussian
beam. Variables to haraterize are, energy spread in x- and y-diretion and the enirled
energy within an aperture. All three parameters are normalized aording to the σ of the
Gaussian beam.
The measurement setup onsists of a HeNe laser followed by a pinhole with radius
ra = 50µm. In the rst step the intensity distribution behind the pinhole is measured.
In the seond step the beam is reeted on an optial at and the intensity is measured
again. In the third step the optial at is exhanged with the slanted SU-8 surfae. The
three steps are depited in gure 2.45.
Figure 2.45: Reetive measurement of a 45◦ SU-8 surfae in 3 steps, using a laser, a
pinhole, and a amera
In the evaluation of the measurement results the image of the Gaussian beam from step
2 and the reetion from the SU-8 surfaes are rst normalized in terms of total energy.
For the energy spread in x- and y-diretion the values, one along the olumns and one
along the rows, are aumulated. The results are set in relation to the Gaussian beam, by
normalizing the absissa to σi of the Gaussian beam at (1/e
2) , see gure 2.46.
While the energy spread in x-diretion is similar to the Gaussian beam, the spread in
y-diretion is almost 3σi. Whether this harateristi is due to a general urvature of the
surfae or to loalized gradients will be analyzed with the white light interferometer in the
next paragraph.
The alulated energy ow through a irular aperture with radius r/σ2 is plotted in
gure 2.47, one for the Gaussian beam, and ten times for dierent SU-8 surfae measure-
ments. Normalizing the enirled energy at r/σ2 = 1 for the Gaussian beam to 1, the
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etive measurement: in-
tensity distribution in x and y dire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Figure 2.47: Reetive measurement: en-
ergy within a irular aperture with radius
r/σe (10 measurements)
mean eieny of the reetors at r/σ2 = 1 is 58%. Due to the low sampling number,
the standard deviation is alulated by Bessel's orreted formula (N → N − 1) with the
measured intensity sampling values y
σSU8 =
√
1
N − 1
∑
N
(y − y¯)2 (2.30)
as σSU8 = 6.5%. This result will be interesting for the eieny analysis of the ber oupler
in the appliation part of this thesis.
One last note: these measurements are only a rst estimation of the reetion losses
sine some soures of error were not eliminated. These were the unknown total power of
the reetion in relation to the Gaussian beam and also the unknown saturation behavior
of the amera. The latter error soure was partly prevented by the usage of a gray lter.
White light interferometer The white light interferometer (WLI) measurements were
performed by the PhD student Sebastian Stoebenau from the TU Ilmenau.
Figure 2.48: Perpendiular view on the 45◦ SU-8 surfae measured by WLI
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The test sample was a double exposed SU-8 struture with a struture height of 230µm
and a 2mm long 45◦ surfae. The struture was xed on a 45◦ mount for the measurement.
The surfae of the struture is shown in gure 2.48.
The struture was hosen beause it shows typial distortions in form of ries but also
shows some high quality setors. The measurement results are depited in gure 2.49 for
the omplete surfae and for a setor ontaining a distortion in gure 2.50.
Figure 2.49: WLI measurement of the 45◦ SU-8 surfae (TU Ilmenau)
For the omplete surfae, along the long axis the peak to valley value is RT = 5.45µm
with an RMS roughness of Rq = 790 nm and along the short axis the peak to valley value
is RT = 6.45µm with an RMS roughness of Rq = 1.17µm. The RMS roughness here is
primary to the form distortion of the surfae and not to the real surfae roughness. In the
smaller surfae setion, the RMS roughness is redued to Rq = 374 nm. The maximum
peak to valley value is Rt = 3.34µm giving an upper estimation limit of the depth of the
ries of less than 3µm.
2.2.7.3 Summary
For inlined exposure, the angular auray is in the order of ±1◦ over 80% of the surfae
and the ontour within ±3µm for the inner 90% of the surfae. The lear visible ries
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Figure 2.50: WLI measurement of a setor ontaining a distortion (TU Ilmenau)
along the light propagation diretion are less than 3µm from peak to valley. The surfae
RMS roughness is about 350 nm. Finally, the reetive measurement showed that about
58% of a laser's energy are reeted on SU-8 surfaes within σ of the laser. The reetion
is distorted by the loal gradients and not by a general ontour of the surfae.
2.3 Ultra preision mahining and other fabriation meth-
ods
The previous paragraphs presented tehniques to fabriate miniaturized strutures in thik
resist with UV lithography. Inlined and multi exposure inrease the degree of freedom
of suh strutures and enable new funtionality for example with integrated miro prisms.
Other fabriation tehniques for slanted SU-8 strutures are desribed for example by
Chang et al. [10℄ who used the eet of overexposure to generate slanted sidewalls with
54◦.
In the past deade, photolithography was the main fabriation tehnique for strutures
in the regions of several mirons up to a few millimeters. But miro preision mahining
kept advaning and is nowadays in ompetition with lithography in thik resist; free form
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surfaes with position auray of < 0.5µm and surfae roughnesses Rq < 10 nm for
mirosale prodution (Breher et al. [2℄) are ahieved with sophistiated tool path methods
(Brinksmeier et al. [6℄). The ombination of free form surfaes with optial surfae qualities
and high auray over large areas enables new miniaturized omponents whih are not
possible in standard photolithography. Figure 2.51 shows a beam splitter master for a
parallel onfoal mirosope fabriated by ultra preision mahining, and gure 2.52 shows
the white light interferometer roughness measurement, both from LFM Bremen. Another
Figure 2.51: Beam splitter master for par-
allel uoresene mirosopy fabriated by
ultra preision mahining (LFM Bremen)
Figure 2.52: White light interferometer
roughness measurement of the beam split-
ter master, Ra = 4nm and Rq = 6nm
(LFM Bremen)
advantage of preision mahining is the freedom in the hoie of material from metals to
PMMA where in lithography additional steps are needed to transfer the pattern of the resist
into another material. But there is still one important drawbak with preision mahining.
The geometri freedom of produible strutures is limited by the tool size used. Strutures
with high aspet ratio and little spae in between are still restrited to lithography in thik
resist. This limitation is mentioned here beause the diret ber oupling arrays with a
pith of 250µm in the appliation part of this thesis are not produible with ultra preision
mahining at this time.
One other interesting tehnique has to be mentioned here: diret laser writing based on
two photon proesses in resist whih was demonstrated by Sun et al. [51℄. In this method,
the resist is exposed by foused 100 fs, 800 nm laser pulses whih only provide enough
intensity for the two photon proesses in the fous region. Deubel et al. [15℄ fabriated 3D
strutures in SU-8 and showed a minimum struture size of < 200 nm.
2.4 Conlusion
Three properties are important for onventional mask aligners: intensity in the luminous
region, uniformity, and the angular spetrum. The deisive element is the homogenizer
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in the foal plane of the elliptial reetor. Fly's eye ondensers and light rods produe
uniform light distributions, but the analysis showed that y's eye ondensers are the best
hoie for illumination systems in lithography. One has to deide how important the three
main properties, mentioned above, are for the proess. In this thesis, the angular spetrum
is of more importane than uniformity and power, thus an aperture with r = 8.5mm was
mounted into the OAI mask aligner. The aperture redues the angular spetrum from
±3.3◦ down to ±1.7◦ while keeping the other parameters in a tolerable region.
Photolithography in thik resist and ultra preision mahining enable many new on-
epts for miniaturized systems, eah fabriation tehnique with its advantages and disad-
vantages. Photolithography in thik resist depends strongly on the exposure dose and the
struture height. In order to determine the exposure dose, the intensity in the resist has to
be alulated aording to the Fresnel oeients. Slanted strutures with more than 36◦
require index mathing on all interfaes and additional omponents like oupling prisms.
A new inlined exposure setup was introdued to redue the handling eort and immersion
liquid onsumption. Multidiretional exposure, as extension of inlined exposure, further
inreases the degree of freedom in designing miro strutures.
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Chapter 3
Repliation
The previous paragraphs desribed dierent tehnologies to fabriate miniaturized ompo-
nents. None of them is the best hoie onerning large-sale prodution. Repliation teh-
niques based on molding are ommonly used for the fabriation of high volumes. Mostly,
the mold onsists of a hard material, like metal, as negative form of the desired replia. In
the repliation proess, the mold is lled with a temperable or UV urable polymer. After
uring, the mold is separated from the polymer and one obtains a negative replia of the
master mold. Figure 3.1 illustrates the repliation proess with a UV urable polymer.
Figure 3.1: Repliation proess with a UV urable polymer
One well known repliation tehnique of this kind is injetion molding. The biggest
hallenge here is the fabriation of the molding master. Sine a hard material is needed,
either preision mahining is applied or photolithography with an additional step to transfer
the features into a suitable material.
An alternative was presented by Xia and Whitesides in 1998, whih they alled soft
lithography [56℄. The word Soft Lithography refers to the use of a soft polymer, whih
serves as a negative master for ensuing molding operations.
In this study diret UV repliation was used to repliate a metal master, a beam
splitter fabriated by ultra preision mahining, in UV adhesive. Soft lithography was
used to repliate lithographially produed strutures.
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3.1 Diret UV repliation
UV repliation methods use a polymer, whih is ured by UV light. Sine the uring step
is realized with a UV ash, this method is very attrative for large-sale prodution. The
word 'diret' in diret UV repliation states that the master struture is diretly lled
with the polymer. Sine most UV urable polymers show similar adhesion to glass and
metal, it is beneial to oat the master struture to redue the adhesion with the polymer
in the separation step, whih is ritial in UV repliation. Some polymers adhere better
to glass than to metal, like the UV adhesive from Norland NOA 72 and NOA63. If the
bond between master and replia is too strong for simple mehanial separation without
damaging the strutures, ooling o the system proved to be helpful beause the thermal
expansion oeient αmetal is smaller than the thermal oeient of polymers αpoly.
Figure 3.2 shows a diret UV repliation from the beam splitter from gure 2.51. The
UV adhesive used was haraterized with stronger adhesion to glass than to metal but
the separation was still diult. It only beame possible by using the dierent thermal
expansion oeients of metal and the polymer.
Figure 3.2: Diret UV repliation from the beam splitter master depited in gure 2.51
3.2 Soft Lithography
In diret UV repliation, the fabriated struture has to meet the demands of a replia-
tion tool, and is therefore often made of metal or similar hard materials, whereas in soft
lithography any fabriated struture is suitable, whih an be in priniple repliated by a
molding proess. Figure 3.3 illustrates the proess steps of soft lithography with PDMS
(trideauoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrootyl trihlorosilane).
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Figure 3.3: Fabriation of a PDMS master
In the rst step of this proess, PDMS is mixed with a uring agent and put under
vauum for outgassing. The result is a lear visous liquid, whih an easily be poured
over the objet to repliate. Side walls are used to keep the PDMS within a ertain
volume. The aging is ahieved by keeping the form at room temperature for 24 hours;
higher temperatures derease the aging time. After uring, the PDMS form an be easily
separated from the master due to its soft harater.
The performane of soft lithography in large-sale prodution using PDMS stamps was
demonstrated reently by Philips and SUSS MiroOptis (Vershuuren et al. [54℄). They
alled the tehnique 'Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography' SCIL and haraterized
it on 150mm wafers with a sub-100 nm resolution and measured pattern distortion over
several square entimeters of less than 0.01%. Another advantage of soft stamps is that
the inuene of small distortions like partiles is loally restrited (see g. 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Inuene of small distortions on the replia (image from Vershuuren et al.
[54℄)
3.2.1 Replia measurements
In his diploma thesis, the student Sheelmeier [43℄ haraterized and analyzed the a-
uray of soft lithography. He found, that the shrinkage from master to PDMS stamp is
about 1% and the shrinkage from the UV adhesive NOA65 and NOA61 < 2%.
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While shrinkage is a deterministi eet, there are more fators that inuene the
repliation results further. Another omparison between double exposed SU-8 strutures
and replias with a small applied pressure showed that the size variation is within < 2.5%,
but in this ase positive, sine pressure deforms the soft PDMS master, see gures 3.5 to
3.7 and table 3.1.
Figure 3.5: SU-8 Figure 3.6: PDMS Figure 3.7: NOA
Size mask Size SU-8 Size PDMS Size NOA-61
200µm 204µm 209µm 207µm
Table 3.1: Width variation going from SU-8 via PDMS to NOA
In this measurement, the SU-8 struture was 115µm high and 204µm wide. Due to the
double exposure, the side walls were not perfetly vertial and beame some mirons thiker
at the bottom. Sine all measurements were made at the top of the strutures and the top
of the PDMS struture is the bottom of its master, the PDMS struture was a bit broader.
The NOA struture, a replia from PDMS, orresponded to the original SU-8 struture
and was 3µm thiker. The reason was the applied pressure of about 0.1N/cm2 whih
was needed to minimize the remaining urable polymer between strutures and substrate.
Sine the auray was suient for the intended appliations, the proess was not further
investigated.
3.2.2 Bias of repliated strutures
One problem remains with the repliation proess. Due to the soft harater of the stamp,
the pressure on the stamp is limited to small fores, otherwise the stamp deforms. However,
the pressure has to be high enough to push unneessary polymer aside. The layer of
remaining polymer, whih is not pushed aside, is alled bias. The result of a repliation
without pressure and a 1.5 cm thik stamp is shown in gure 3.9.
The bias was in the order of 300µm and varied over an area of 1 cm2 about ±50µm.
In appliations, where the bias has to be as small as possible and variations in height are
only tolerable within some mirons, a solution is needed. The main inuene on both, the
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Figure 3.8: Top view on a repliated double
exposed SU-8 struture in UV adhesive
Figure 3.9: Side view on a struture repli-
ated by a 1.5 cm high PDMS stamp
bias and the variations in height, omes from the height of the PDMS stamp. A redution
from 1 cm to 1.5mm greatly improved the repliation behavior. The bias dereased from
300µm to 40µm. In this experiment, a small ring with 100 gr was set on top of the
substrate to apply some pressure. In a ontrol experiment for the bias, two substrates were
glued together by the same UV adhesive and the bias measured. The bias was again 40µm.
Figure 3.10 depits a sandwih of a replia on a thin substrate (150µm thik) whih was
glued on a thiker substrate for handling.
Figure 3.10: Side view on a replia on a thin substrate
The homogeneity of the bias, whih was measured on the four orners of a 1 cm2 square,
was within ±14µm (see g. 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: Measurement of the bias homogeneity within 1 cm2
3.3 Conlusion
Diret UV repliation and soft lithography are well suited for high volume repliation of
miro strutures. Diret UV repliation with hard molds is good for large-sale produ-
tion as long as the master an be fabriated in the desired material or transfered into it.
Depending on the repliation material, non-stik oating is neessary. Cooling after aging
supports the separation step.
Soft lithography proved to be a proper repliation tehnique for lithographially fabri-
ated strutures from several mirons up to 1mm. The advantages of the soft master, i.e.
the strength of soft lithography, is also a disadvantage beause deformations inrease with
higher strutures. Therefore, the stamp should not be thiker than 2mm. The bias of the
replia polymer is within 40µm and depends on the applied pressure and the thikness of
the PDMS stamp.
Part II
Simulations
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Chapter 4
Geometrial optis
The eld of light propagation methods is mainly divided into three parts: geometrial op-
tis, wave optis, and quantum optis. Wave optis base on the Maxwell equations, whih
treat light as an eletro magneti wave and desribe the vast majority of optial phenom-
ena. Wave optis are aurate for radiations high enough to omit quantization eets and
systems onsiderably larger than atomi dimensions. Eets, where the dualism of wave
and partile behavior of light and its quantization are relevant, are the eld of quantum
optis.
Geometrial optis are a simpliation of wave optis, where the wave nature of light
suh as interferene and polarization eets are omitted. The propagation of light is de-
sribed by rays whih are perpendiular to a orresponding wave front and ollinear with
the wave vetor. Rays bend, if the refration index hanges and travel straight in all other
ases. Despite the signiant simpliation, geometrial optis are a good approximation
when the wavelength is small ompared to the size of strutures with whih the light in-
terats. The majority of opti design simulations are based on geometrial optis.
The development of a ustomized ray traer (RayTrae) was part of this thesis. This was
required in order to simulate and to optimize oupling eienies between light soures and
bers, and in order to analyze the behavior of GRIN lenses. One spei harateristi of
the ustomized ray traer is the ombination of ray traing in the media, and wave optis on
boundaries to alulate the energy transfer aording to the Fresnel formula. This hapter
overs the generation of rays, reetion on ustomized surfaes, and the propagation of
rays in inhomogeneous media.
4.1 Generation of rays
In illumination simulations, an optial system is often traed with a large number of in-
dependent rays (> 1million), generated by a random method within dened boundaries.
Other methods are dierential ray traing and the Gaussian beam approah. Dierential
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ray traing in homogeneous media (Cox and King [13℄) and in inhomogeneous media (Stone
and Forbes [50℄) trae base rays with orresponding dierential rays lose to the base rays.
The dierential rays desribe the propagation of light near the base ray and form, together
with the base ray, a light path. In the Gaussian beam approah (Cerveny et al. [9℄), a
Gaussian prole is onneted with a ray and traed through the system. A hallenge in
both methods are austis. This thesis desribes another approah. If only the energy
within a ertain aperture is of interest, it is suient to weigh eah ray with a orrespond-
ing energy and to arrange the rays in a way that a planar surfae would be uniformly
hit by the rays - eah ray with approximately the same distane to its neighbors. This
deterministi approah here is fundamentally dierent from a Monte-Carlo-Simulation.
4.1.1 Gaussian point soure
This setion desribes a deterministi way to generate a ray pakage whih produes a
Gaussian energy distribution on a sreen. It is based on the far eld approximation of the
Gaussian beam, whih states that the waist σz of a Gaussian beam expands linearly:
σz ≈ λ · z
σ0
. (4.1)
Here, a Gaussian point soure is a point soure whih generates a Gaussian energy distri-
bution on a sreen in distane r from the point soure; the surfae normal of the sreen is
parallel to the optial axis and the sreen is entered on the optial axis (g. 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the setup for the Gaussian point soure
The Gaussian energy distribution is attainable by two methods. Either every ray starts
with the same energy and the density of the rays on the sreen determines the intensity, or
the rays are uniformly distributed over the sreen and the energy of eah ray is adapted.
The seond approah requires two steps: uniform ray distribution on a plane and the
weighting of rays. The uniform ray distribution on a plane is solved by the opti simulation
software Zemax with the following algorithm.
A enter ray is surrounded by onentri rings. All rings have the same distane to eah
other. The rst ring starts with m points equally distributed over 2π. Every following ring
with Prn+1 points has m more points than the previous one with Prn points.
Prn+1 = Prn +m (4.2)
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The total number of points P as a funtion of the number of rings Nrings is given by:
P (Nrings) = 1 +
Nrings∑
i=1
i ·m (4.3)
In the following, this method with m = 6 is referred to as the `hexa'-method. In this
method soure rays are determined by the largest soure angle ϑmax and the number
of desired rings. The largest soure angle denes the outer ring with radius rmax on a
sreen entered on the optial axis with the optial axis as normal vetor. The other ring
radii (Nrings − 1) are equally distributed between 0 and rmax. On eah ring, the rays are
equally arranged over 2π. The ray distribution in hexa-mode is illustrated in gure 4.2 for
Nrings = 6 and m = 6.
In the hexa-mode, the angles of the soure are only sampled by the number of rings
Nrings. If the energy transfer through a onentri aperture is to be determined, a large
number of rings is needed and therefore a large number of rays has to be traed.
A better sampling of the soure's angles is ahieved in the helix-mode. While in the
hexa-mode all rays are equally distributed in 2π along the ring, eah ray of the ring with the
same radius. In the helix mode, the rays are still equally distributed in 2π along the ring,
but the radius for eah ray inreases in onstant steps from rn−1 to rn. The helix-mode is
depited in gure 4.3 also for Nrings = 6 and m = 6.
Figure 4.2: Hexa-mode: ray distribution on
a sreen with m = 6 and N = 6
Figure 4.3: Helix-mode: ray distribution on
a sreen with m = 6 and N = 6
While the hexa-mode looks quite uniform, the helix-mode does not. The rays are more
ompat in the middle than in the border area.
For an estimation of the auray of the two methods in omparison with a Gaussian
intensity prole, the energy inside a onentri aperture with distane da from the soure
is alulated analytially and ompared with the ray trae result for dierent numbers of
rings Nrings. The radius of the aperture is set to ra =
σ
2
.
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In Fourier optis, the Gaussian funtion is dened as
g1 (x) =
1
σ
e−π(
x
σ)
2
(4.4)
with ∫
1
σ
e−π(
x
σ)
2
dx = 1. (4.5)
In 2 dimensions, the gaussian funtion for σx = σy is
g2 (x) =
1
σ2
e−
pi
σ2
(x2+y2). (4.6)
The enirled energy is alulated by
Erev =
1
σ2
∫ 2π
0
∫ σ
2
0
e−
pi
σ2
r2 r dr dφ (4.7)
Erev = 1− e−
pi
σ2
(σ2 )
2
Erev = 1− e−pi4
Erev = 0.54406.
The normalized referene energy within an aperture of ra =
σ
2
is 0.54406.
The rays generated by the ray traer are within a ertain angle ϑmax. This angle
determines the radius of the outer ring Rmax on the sreen and it also orresponds to σ of
the Gaussian weight funtion. After all rays are generated, the total energy of all rays is
normalized to 1. In the simulation in gure 4.4 an aperture was set right in front of the
sreen with an aperture size of Rmax/2. The energy behind the aperture was simulated
for the hexa, the helix, and a mixed mode (hexa + helix)/2 with inreasing Nrings. Sine
the ray traer only simulates rays within σ, the results were one more normalized by
1− e−π ≈ 0.9568, the energy within σ of the Gaussian weight funtion.
The gures show that both modes onverge towards a value near the referene, the
hexa-mode from the bottom, the helix-mode from the top. The osillations of the hexa-
mode are a result of their ring struture, either a omplete ring is ut o by the aperture or
not. The similar onverging behavior from two sides suggests a ombination of both modes
into a mixed mode. The relative error (see g. 4.5) of the mixed mode for NRings > 40 is
smaller than 1% (NRings = 40 in mixed-mode equals to less than 10k rays).
4.1.2 Gaussian area soure
The previous setion presented a deterministi way to simulate a Gaussian point soure
with a pakage of rays. This is a fair approximation for a point soure in the far eld like
VCSEL. For the simulation of area soures, like the end surfae of a ber, a new Gaussian
area soure is needed.
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Figure 4.5: Relative error: hex, helix, and
mixed mode
A ber, in a rst approximation, is a ylindrial light rod whih uniforms a given light
distribution by onvolution (see setion 2.1.4 on page 17). Every point on the end surfae
of the ber is therefore an image of the soure. If a Gaussian beam is oupled into the
ber, eah light soure on the end surfae is also a Gaussian point soure. The nal
light distribution L is then given by the superposition of all Gaussian point soures whih
orresponds to a onvolution of the ber ore surfae Afiber with the Gaussian funtion g2:
L (x, y) = cnorm · g2 (x, y) ∗ Afiber (x, y) (4.8)
with
Afiber (x, y) =


1, if
√
x2 + y2 ≤ rf
0, else
,
cnorm to normalize the total output, and the ber ore radius rf .
Aordingly, the rays in the ray traer for an area soure are generated in 3 steps: gen-
eration of a uniform point distribution on the surfae (hexa, helix, or mixed), replaement
of eah point by a point soure, and normalizing of the energy. Gaussian point soures
and the generation of uniform point distribution in a ertain area were already desribed
in the previous setion. Area soures, generated by this method, are shown for Nrings = 3
in the gures: hexa-mode 4.6, helix-mode 4.7, and mixed-mode 4.8.
For validation, the following system is traed: area soure rf = 31.25µm, ϑsrc = 12.5
◦
,
aperture size ra = 25µm in dierent distanes d from the sreen, and the results ompared
with the referene value.
The referene value for a ertain propagation distane d through an aperture ra is
alulated by setting σ of the Gaussian funtion to σ = tan (ϑmax) · d on the sreen,
onvolution of g2 with the ber ore area Afiber, normalization of the energy on the sreen
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Figure 4.6: 2D hexa-mode
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Figure 4.7: 2D helix-mode
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Figure 4.8: 2D mixed-
mode
to 1, and aumulation of all energy distributions within the aperture with radius ra.
Eref =
∫∫
Aperture
[cnorm · (g2 (σ, x, y) ∗ Afiber (x, y))] dx dy, (4.9)
with
Aaperture (x, y) =


1, if
√
x2 + y2 ≤ ra
0, else
.
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Figure 4.9: Area Soure
with σo, d = 100µm
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Figure 4.10: Area soure
with σo, d = 250µm
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Figure 4.11: Area soure
with σo, d = 500µm
In this omparison, the rays of a Gaussian point soure were generated within σo of
the Fourier opti Gauss funtion (see formula 4.4). In praxis, the angular harateristis
of VCSELs are often given by an angle ϑmax and an appendix whih states:
1
e2
. Therefore,
the rays for VCSEL soures have to be generated with another σ, the tehnial σv:
σv =
√
2
π
σo (4.10)
To evaluate, if another σ hanges the results of the omparison, the validation was
repeated with σv and is shown in the gures 4.12 to 4.14.
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Figure 4.12: Area Soure
with σv, d = 100µm
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Figure 4.13: Area soure
with σv, d = 250µm
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Figure 4.14: Area soure
with σv, d = 500µm
The omparisons show equal behavior for both σ. The question, whih method (hexa,
helix, or mixed) is the best hoie, depends on the number of rays passing the aperture. For
high ray ounts, the mixed mode performs better. The hexa-mode again beomes better
with low ray ounts passing the aperture. In summary, for the desribed examples, the
simulation auray of the area soure is within ±2% for Nrings ≥ 4.
4.1.3 Number of generated rays
The previous omparisons between the dierent ray generation modes, hexa, helix, or
mixed, ompared the number of rings and not the number of total rays generated. Sine
the latter determines the omputation time, this paragraph briey desribes the relation
of generated rays to the number of rings for 1D and 2D soures.
The relation for 1D soures is depited in gure 4.15 while gure 4.16 depits the
relation for 2D soures. In the 1D ase, the number of generated rays for the mixed mode
is twie the rays generated by helix or hexa mode. In the 2D ase, the number of generated
rays for the mixed mode is four times the rays generated by helix or hexa mode.
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In summary, the mixed mode still improves the auray, onsidering equal numbers of
generated rays. For 2D soures and restritive apertures, the hexa mode performs best.
4.2 Customized surfaes
The intersetion of rays with surfaes is the ore of every ray traer, but not every surfae
is available. For the simulation of oupling eienies and its optimization, reetions on
the inside of slanted ylinder and ellipsoids will be desribed in the following setion.
4.2.1 Slanted ylinder
The surfae of a slanted ylinder is desribed by
~Pc = ~rc + β · ~sc +Rc


cos t
sin t
0


(4.11)
and depited in gure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Slanted ylinder with sc = (0 , 1 , 1) and Rc = 1
4.2.1.1 Intersetion
A straight line with
~G = ~rg + λ · ~sg intersets with the ylinder if ~Pc = ~G.
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~rg + λ · ~sg = ~rc + β · ~sc +Rc


cos t
sin t
0


0 = λ · ~sg − β · ~sc − Rc


cos t
sin t
0


+ (~rg − ~rc) . (4.12)
The z-omponent gives a ondition for λ:
λ · sgz − β · scz + (rgz − rcz) = 0
λ · sgz − β · scz + rdgcz = 0
λ =
β · scz − rdgcz
sgz
(4.13)
with rdgcz = (rgz − rcz).
Here, a ase dierentiation is needed. If sgz = 0, the straight line is within the xy-plane,
otherwise the general ase has to be alulated.
In the ase sgz = 0 the ondition from the z-omponent is simplied to
rgz = rcz + β · scz
and one derives the ondition for β with
β =
rgz − rcz
scz
. (4.14)
With β, the oset enter point of the ylinder Pco is
~Pco = ~rc + β · ~sc (4.15)
and the start equation
~Pc = ~G beomes
~rg + λ · ~sg − ~Pco = Rc


cos t
sin t
0


. (4.16)
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Taking the square of the equation and a substitution of ~p = ~rg − ~Pco, it beomes
(λ · ~sg + ~p)2 = R2c
λ2 (~sg)
2 + 2λ (~sg · ~p) +
(
(~p)2 − R2c
)
= 0,
a standard quadrati equation whih delivers λ1 and λ2.
In the general ase with
~Rc = Rc


cos t
sin t
0


the equation
~Pc = ~G beomes
λ · ~sg − β · ~sc − ~Rc + ~rdgc = 0
β · scz − rdgcz
sgz
· ~sg − β · ~sc − ~Rc + ~rdgc = 0
β ·
(
scz
sgz
· ~sg − ~sc
)
− ~Rc + ~rdgc − rdgcz
sgz
· ~sg = 0
β ·
(
scz
sgz
· ~sg − ~sc
)
= ~Rc − ~rdgc + rdgcz
sgz
· ~sg
with ~q = ~rdgc − rdgczsgz · ~sg
β ·
(
scz
sgz
· ~sg − ~sc
)
= ~Rc − ~q. (4.17)
Splitting this equation in the x and y omponent and with ax =
(
scz
sgz
· sgx − scx
)
and
ay =
(
scz
sgz
· sgy − scy
)
one derives the two equations:
β · ax = Rc cos t− qx (4.18)
β · ay = Rc sin t− qy. (4.19)
β1 and β2 result from the following quadrati equation
R2c = (β · ax + qx)2 + (β · ay + qy)2
0 = β2
(
a2x + a
2
y
)
+ β · 2 (axqx + ayqy) +
(
q2x + q
2
y − R2c
)
(4.20)
and deliver λ1 and λ2 by inserting them into equation 4.13.
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4.2.1.2 Reetion
The law of reetion determines the new diretion vetor ~s2 of a ray as funtion of its
diretion ~s1 and the surfae normal ~N
~s2 = ~s1 − 2
(
~s1 · ~N
)
· ~N. (4.21)
The tangential vetors on a surfae given by an equation in parameter form are derived by
derivation of the equation to its parameters. The tangential vetor for a slanted ylinder
in respet to β and t are:
~t1 = ~sc
~t2 =


− sin t
cos t
0


.
The normal vetor
~N results from the ross produt ~N = ~t1 × ~t2
~N = ~sc ×


− sin t
cos t
0


. (4.22)
This equation requires the alulation of parameter t for the point of intersetion. Starting
with the two equations 4.18 and 4.19 whih an be written as
β1 · ay + qy
β1 · ax + qx =
Rc sin t
Rc cos t
tan t =
β1 · ay + qy
β1 · ax + qx .
t1 and t2 are derived by the atan2 funtion
t1 = atan2 (β1 · ay + qy , β1 · ax + qx) (4.23)
t2 = atan2 (β2 · ay + qy , β2 · ax + qx) . (4.24)
The parameters t1 and t2 are also useful in order to deide whih of the two intersetion
points are of interest, simply by hoosing the quadrant of interest.
This onludes the desription of the slanted ylinder.
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4.2.2 Ellipsoid
An ellipsoid is the 3D version of an ellipse. It is desribed in 2 ways: the parametri form(x
a
)2
+
(y
b
)2
+
(z
c
)2
= 1 (4.25)
or by its axises ~sx, ~sy, ~sz, and an oset point ~Po
~sx = a


1
0
0


, ~sy = b


0
1
0


, ~sz = c


0
0
1


. (4.26)
The rst desription is useful for the alulation of the normal vetor
~N and the seond
one simplies the alulation of the intersetion with a ray.
4.2.2.1 Intersetion
The intersetion of a ray with an ellipsoid is simplied by a mathematial trik, whih
sales the ray in a way that the intersetion with the ellipsoid equals the intersetion with
a sphere and the saled ray.
Let T be a matrix omposed of the three axis vetors ~sx, ~sy, and ~sz multiplied with a
rotation matrix D whih is used to rotate the ellipsoid in any diretion
T = D · [~sx ~sy ~sz] (4.27)
with D being any ombination of the three rotation matrix
Dx =


1 0 0
0 cosα − sinα
0 sinα cosα


Dy =


cosα 0 sinα
0 1 0
− sinα 0 cosα


Dz =


cosα − sinα 0
sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


.
(4.28)
The position vetor ~rg and the diretion vetor ~sg of the ray are transformed by
~rgT = T
−1 ·
(
~rg − ~Po
)
(4.29)
~sgT = T
−1 · ~sg. (4.30)
Now, only the intersetion of the transformed ray with a sphere with R = 1 has to be
alulated
|~rgT + λ~sgT |2 = 1
λ2 (~sgT )
2 + 2λ (~rgT~sgT ) + (~rgT )
2 − 1 = 0
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and the derived λ1 and λ2 inserted into the original ray equation
~P = ~rg + λ · ~sg (4.31)
to get the intersetion points.
4.2.2.2 Reetion
The normal of the surfae at the intersetion point Pi is derived by rotating and moving
the point Pi in suh a way bak that the orresponding ellipsoid is rotated and moved into
the origin with its axis parallel to the axis of the oordinate system
~PiT = D
−1 ·
(
~Pi − ~Po
)
. (4.32)
The normal to the transformed ellipsoid is given by the gradient of formula 4.25 and the
insertion of the transformed point
~PiT
~NT = ~∇
[(x
a
)2
+
(y
b
)2
+
(z
c
)2
− 1
]
~NT =
(
2 · Pix
a
)
~ex +
(
2 · Piy
b
)
~ey +
(
2 · Piz
c
)
~ez. (4.33)
In the last step,
~NT has to be rotated bak and normalized
~Ne = D · ~NT
~N =
Ne
|Ne| . (4.34)
The harateristi of an ellipsoid, in whih all rays oming from a point soure in the
rst foal point are reeted into the seond foal point, is now used to validate the formula
and the implementation. Figure 4.18 shows the predited behavior.
4.3 Energy transfer
The transmissivity and reetiviy on index boundaries was already disussed in setion
2.2.4.2 on page 26 for plane waves. Rays an be seen as a simplied representation of
wave fronts arrying a ertain energy E. For eah interation with index boundaries, the
energy of the ray has to be realulated. Depending on the polarization, and if reetion
or transmission is regarded, the energy is adjusted by
Er⊥,|| = Ei ·
(
r⊥,||
)2
(4.35)
Et⊥,|| = Ei ·
(
t⊥,||
)2 ntcosθt
nicosθi
(4.36)
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Figure 4.18: RayTrae simulation of a point
soure positioned in the foal point of an el-
liptial mirror (on the bottom) whih per-
fetly fouses the rays into the seond foal
point
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Figure 4.19: Top view
and for unpolarized light by
Er = Ei · 1
2
(
r2⊥ + r
2
||
)
(4.37)
Et = Ei · 1
2
(
t2⊥ + t
2
||
) ntcosθt
nicosθi
. (4.38)
with Ei being the energy of the inident ray. The dierenes of the energy transfer regarding
the transmission of parallel rays through a prism with two dierent orientations are depited
in gure 4.20.
4.4 Inhomogeneous media
Ray traing in inhomogeneous media is based on solving the ray equation. Analytial
solutions are only known for some gradient index distributions, while general distributions
are solved by numerial methods. Montagnino desribed a numerial method whih is
appliable to any kinds of gradients in 1968 [39℄. In 1982, Sharma developed an improved
method, whih redues the omputation eort [45℄. The new method is based on an alter-
native desription of the ray equation, whih an now be solved with a standard numerial
method for ordinary dierential equations. The method developed by Sharma depends on
a variable τ desribing the ray propagation through the media and does not diretly depend
on the variables x, y, z making it diult to follow a ray to a ertain point or plane in
spae. Brenner showed in his leture `Computational optis' [3℄ that the ray equation an
also be parametrized in z instead of τ . He also further expanded the method to obtain the
optial path length with the same iteration method.
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Figure 4.20: Ray trae through two 30◦ prisms with the transmitted energy for p and
s-polarization Tp and Ts, and for unpolarized light: Energy =
1
2
(Ts + Tp).
The following paragraphs will desribe the ray equation, the adaption to the Runge-
Kutta methods, and the parametrization in z instead of τ . Finally, the method from
Sharma and Brenner are ompared in terms of auray using an equal number of iteration
steps for dierent gradient index media.
4.4.1 The Ray Equation
In inhomogeneous media, the refration index n depends on the loation ~r.
n = n (~r) (4.39)
The optial path length L is given by
L =
∫
n ds (4.40)
with ds = d |~r|. Expansion by ds = dt · ds/dt and ds/dt = v leads to
L =
∫
n · v dt. (4.41)
Fermat's priniple of least time demands: L → min. This leads to an Euler-Lagrange
equation, F = F (rj, vj , t), j = x, y, z, with the ray equation as solution:
d
ds
(
n
d~r
ds
)
= ~∇n. (4.42)
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The substitution of
ds = n · dτ (4.43)
hanges the ray equation into
d2~r
dτ 2
= n · ~∇n, (4.44)
a seond order dierential equation.
4.4.2 The Runge-Kutta method
Around 1900, C. Runge and M.W. Kutta developed an important family of iterative meth-
ods for the approximation of ordinary dierential equations, alled the Runge-Kutta meth-
ods. They are desribed at length by Buther [7℄ and approximate equations of the kind
d~y
dx
= ~f (x, ~y) (4.45)
in their fourth order (RK4) with the step length h by
~k1 = h · ~f (xn, ~yn))
~k2 = h · ~f
(
xn +
h
2
, ~yn +
~k1
2
)
)
~k3 = h · ~f
(
xn +
h
2
, ~yn +
~k2
2
)
)
~k4 = h · ~f (xn + h, ~yn + k3)
~yn+1 = ~yn +
1
6
(
~k1 + 2~k2 + 2~k3 + ~k4
)
. (4.46)
4.4.3 Adaption for the ray equation
The ray equation is an ordinary dierential equation of seond order while the Runge-
Kutta method solves equations of rst order. An adaption of RK4 solves this problem by
staking ~y ′ and ~y ′′

 y
′
y′′

 =

 f (x, y)
f (x, y′)

 . (4.47)
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For the ray equation, y′ orresponds to d~r
dτ
whih is derived by the following onsiderations:
~v =
d~r
dt
=
d~r
ds
· ds
dt
= v · d~r
ds
d~r
ds
=
~v
v
= ~s (4.48)
d~r
dτ
=
d~r
ds
· ds
dτ
=
d~r
ds
· n
d~r
dτ
= n · ~s
d~r
dτ
= ~t. (4.49)
~s is the diretion vetor of the ray and ~t = ~s · n; both are known for the initial ray.
4.4.4 Optial path length
The optial path length L of rays in inhomogeneous media an also be derived by an
ordinary dierential equation whih is again solved by RK4:
L =
∫
n ds
with the denition of dτ = ds
n
(formula 4.43), the equation beomes
L =
∫
n2 dτ
or
dL
dτ
= n2. (4.50)
4.4.5 Propagation steps
Sine the RK4 method depends on dτ , the propagation to a xed plane at a ertain z
requires additional eort. A desription with step length dz rather than dτ is desirable.
Brenner [3℄ desribed a new parametrization in z instead of τ , whih is briey repeated
here.
With the transposition of the equation 4.49, regarding only the z-omponent of ~r
d~r
dτ
= ~t
drz
dτ
= tz (4.51)
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and dτ = dτ
drz
· drz with dτdrz = 1tz one obtains
dτ =
1
tz
drz. (4.52)
This transformation allows to propagate all rays exatly to the same z-plane without addi-
tional eort. But there is also one disadvantage. While the step size along one ray path is
onstant using dτ , the step size with dz is not, getting longer with inreasing propagation
angles, whih might redue the auray. This will be disussed in the omparison with
Sharma's method.
4.4.6 Computational sheme
The start vetor
~Y0 is given by the start position of the ray ~r0 and the vetor ~t0 whih is
alulated by multiplying ~s0 by n(~r0).
~Y0 =


~r0
~t0
L


. (4.53)
The iteration is then
~Yn+1 =


~rn+1
~tn+1
L


= RK4


dτ,


Y~rn/dτ
Y~tn/dτ
YL/dτ




= RK4


dτ,


Y~tn
n~∇n
n2




(4.54)
and with the parametrization in dz instead of dτ sine dτ = dz/tz
~Yn+1 =


~rn+1
~tn+1
L


= RK4


dz,


Y~tn
n~∇n
n2


· 1
tnz


. (4.55)
Example: Luneburg lens The Luneburg lens is a spherial symmetri struture with
a refration index distribution of:
n (~r) =
√
2−
(
~r
R
)2
(4.56)
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It fouses every inoming ray, parallel to the optial axis, on its bak surfae. In the
following, a two dimensional Luneburg lens will be traed by the adapted RK4 method,
derived from the previous setions. The start vetor is
Y0 = (x0 , z0 , tx0 = 0 , tz0 = 1 , L0 = 0) (4.57)
and the iteration vetor in z parametrization for the adapted RK4 method is


y′xi
y′zi
y′′xi
y′′zi
L


= RK4


dz,


txi
tzi[(
n~∇n
)
~ex
]
xi[(
n~∇n
)
~ez
]
zi
n2


· 1
tzi


. (4.58)
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Figure 4.21: Ray trae of a Luneburg lens with the adapted RK4 method
The trae, depited in gure 4.21, demonstrates the orretness of the adapted method.
All parallel rays are foused perfetly onto the bak surfae at z = R.
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4.4.7 Comparison between Sharma's and Brenner's method
Sharma ompared his method to Montagnino's method in a refrative-index distribution
given by
n (z) = n0 − γz (4.59)
with n0 = 1.55 and γ = 0.2. He traed a ray starting at ~r0 = ~0 with a ertain angle ϑ
in the xz-plane and ompared the numerially estimated position with the analytial one
at z = 2, one for his method and one for Montagnino's method. Sine his method is
parameterized in τ he had to take the analytially alulated τend for z = 2 as referene
position.
For a omparison between Sharma and Brenner, Sharma's refrative index distribution
is taken and his method is ompared one with Brenner's τ parametrization to qualify the
numerial auray and one with the z parametrization. In order to ompare the methods
on exat the same position, τref is alulated from the analytial solution. This omparison
is repeated for a seond index distribution, the Luneburg lens.
The analytial solutions are given in the next paragraphs, followed by the omparison
between the methods of Sharma and Brenner for dierent numbers of steps.
4.4.7.1 Analytial solution for n (z) = n0 − γz
Considering a ray starting at ~r0 = ~0 under a ertain angle ϑ in the xz-plane, the dierential
equation of seond order is one solved for the x-omponent and one for the z-omponent.
The solution is parametrized in τ
~r(τ) =


n0 sin (ϑ) · τ
0
C1 · eγτ + C2 · e−γτ + C3


(4.60)
with the parameters C1, C2 and C3
C1 =
n0
γ
(cos ϑ− 1) (4.61)
C2 = −n0
γ
(cosϑ+ 1) (4.62)
C3 =
n0
γ
. (4.63)
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In the following omparison, the ϑ of Sharma is used, ϑ = 17◦27′. For the given parameters,
the analytial solution delivers:
~r (τend) =


0.740920295008490
0
2


(4.64)
with τend = 1.594049613977570.
4.4.7.2 Analytial solution for the Luneburg lens
The Luneburg lens distribution fouses inoming parallel light onto the bak surfae of the
sphere with radius RL (see gure 4.21). The analytial solution for a ray in the xz-plane,
starting parallel to the z-axis, is given by
~r(τ) =


x0 · cos
(
τ
RL
)
0
RL · sin
(
τ
RL
)
−
√
R2L − x20 · cos
(
τ
RL
)


. (4.65)
Considering a Luneburg lens positioned at the origin with radius RL = 5 and inoming
parallel light to the optial axis z, the ray's x-position at z = 5 has to be x = 0.
4.4.7.3 Comparison
The methods are ompared for two refrative index distributions: Montagnino's and
Sharma's distribution from formula 4.59 desribed in the previous paragraph and one
for the Luneburg lens. Eah omparison shows both methods with τ parametrization in
order to ompare the position auray, but also one for Brenner's z-parametrization in
order to show the advantages and disadvantages of the new parametrization. The position
error is alulated as
Poserror =
√
(xnum − xref)2 + (znum − zref)2. (4.66)
All omparisons are based on the ahieved position auray in relation to the number of
iteration steps for eah method.
Sharma's refrative index distribution Figure 4.22 depits the ray path through the
inhomogenous media with n(z) = 1.55− 0.2z and gure 4.23 shows the position auray
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Figure 4.23: Parametrization in z and τ :
position error at z = 2 of a ray launhed
at an angle of ϑ = 17◦27′ with the z-axis
at z = 0 as a funtion of the number of
iterations.
of both methods with τ parametrization and also one for Brenner's RK4 method with
z-parametrization.
The omparison shows that Brenner's RK4 method with both parametrizations is
slightly in the lead in terms of position auray for the regarded media.
Luneburg lens The referene ray starts on the surfae of the Luneburg sphere with ~r0 =(
x0, z0 = −
√
R2L − x20
)
for x0 = 2 and for x0 = 4.5 to ompare paraxial and nonparaxial
behavior of the methods. Figure 4.24 depits the position auray for x0 = 2 and gure
4.25 for x0 = 4.5.
While Brenner's RK4 method performed better in Sharma's media, Sharma's method
is slightly better for the Luneburg lens onsidering only the τ parametrization. The z-
parametrization of Brenner's RK4 performs better for paraxial rays, but worse for non-
paraxial rays. The reason lies within the dierent step sizes. While the step size in a τ
parametrization is onstant along the ray path, the step size in z-parametrization is not,
making larger steps with inreasing ray angle to the z-axis. The small dip of Brenner's
RK4 method with z-parametrization at iteration step 7 for x0 = 2 marks a sign hange of
the omputed x-position.
Summary Two methods for ray traing in inhomogeneous media are ompared: Sharma's
method and Brenner's RK4 method. Both methods use an adapted form of the ray equa-
tion whih allows a numerial solution using the Runge-Kutta method. In the standard
parametrization in τ , both methods perform equally in terms of position auray and
omputational eort. The important advantage of Brenner's method omes with the new
parametrization in z, whih allows aurate ray traing to dened positions in spae. Care
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Figure 4.24: Paraxial position error at the
bak surfae of the Luneburg lens sphere at
z = 5. The onsidered ray starts on the
sphere with x0 = 2 and z0 = −
√
R2L − x20
parallel to the z-axis.
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Figure 4.25: Non paraxial position error at
the bak surfae of the Luneburg lens sphere
at z = 5. The onsidered ray starts on the
sphere with x0 = 4.5 and z0 = −
√
R2L − x20
parallel to the z-axis.
has to be taken with the z-parametrization in media where rays reah high propagation
angles to the z-axis, beause the step size is not onstant with the ray path but with z.
4.5 Conlusion
Dierent aspets of a ustomized ray traer were desribed in this hapter. The determin-
isti generation of rays with point and area soures was simulated and ompared with the
orresponding analytial solution. For reasonable ray ounts, far below the needed rays
of Monte-Carlo-Simulations, the error is within ±2%. The intersetion and the reetion
of rays on the inner side of two ustomized surfaes, the slanted ylinder and the ellip-
soid, were derived analytially. A harateristi of the ustomized ray traer is the orret
alulation of the energy transfer on eah boundary aording to the Fresnel oeients.
The propagation of rays in inhomogeneous media is desribed by the ray equation that
was numerially solved with an adapted Runge-Kutta algorithm and illustrated with the
Luneburg lens as an example. Sharma desribed this method for a parametrization in τ
while Brenner showed that the method an also be parametrized in z. A omparison shows
that both methods perform equally in position auray onsidering the τ -parametrization.
The important advantage of Brenner's method omes with the z-parametrization whih al-
lows aurate ray traing to dened positions in spae with the ost of a possible loss of
auray due to the non-onstant step length along the ray path.
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Chapter 5
Salar wave optis
Wave optis are based on the Maxwell equations and desribe the vast majority of optial
phenomena. In homogeneous dieletri media the wave equation
∆ ~E +
µǫ
c2
..
~E = 0 (5.1)
with the monohromati plane wave as solution
~E (~r, t) = ~E0 · ei~k~r−ωt (5.2)
and
k =
2π
λ
(5.3)
is used to derive a formula for the propagation of light:
~E (~r, t) = ~E0 · ei(kx·x+ky·y+kz·z−ωt). (5.4)
Negleting the temporal and vetorial harater of light, aeptable in homogeneous media
for small boundary ondition areas in respet to the area the wave is passing (Goodman
[23℄), one obtains:
u (~r⊥, z) = u0 · ei(~k⊥~r⊥)eiz
√
(nωc )
2
−~k2
⊥
(5.5)
and with u (r⊥, 0) = u0 · ei(~k⊥~r⊥)
u (~r⊥, z) = u (~r⊥, 0) e
iz
√
(nωc )
2
−~k2
⊥. (5.6)
This equation desribes the propagation of a monohromati plane wave in z diretion.
In the following setions, salar propagation methods based on the priniple of plane
wave deomposition will be presented: Rayleigh & Sommerfeld, Fresnel, and Fresnel in a
seondary representation, here alled QFQ method. For eah method, a formula for the
maximum or minimum propagation length zmax,min will be derived, and the transition from
near to far eld analyzed. The nal setion deals with light propagation in inhomogeneous
media simulated by the beam propagation method and wave propagation method and their
restritions.
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5.1 Salar propagation methods
By the priniple of plane wave deomposition, any given light eld distribution an be
regarded as a superposition of plane waves. The propagation of light from z0 = 0 to z
is then given by the deomposition of the light distribution u at z0 = 0, the propagation
of eah planar wave aording to formula 5.6, and the superposition of all plane wave at
distane z.
5.1.1 Rayleigh and Sommerfeld diration integral
Without approximations one obtains the Rayleigh and Sommerfeld integral
u (~r⊥, z) =
∫∫
u˜
(
~k⊥, 0
)
· eiz
√
(nωc )
2
−(~k⊥)
2
· ei(~k⊥~r⊥) d
2k⊥
(2π)2
(5.7)
with k2⊥ =
(
k2x + k
2
y
)
and u˜ = F (u), F symbolizes the Fourier transform. The variables kx,y
are alternatively expressed by the frequeny omponents νx,y via the equation kx,y = 2πνx,y.
The method is also alled plane wave spetrum, short PWS. The propagation multiplier
PPWS = e
iz
√
(nωc )
2
−(~k⊥)
2
(5.8)
is alled the propagator of the PWS method.
5.1.2 Fresnel diration integral
The Fresnel method is an approximation of the PWS method. The Fresnel propagator PF
is obtained by the following approximation of the PWS propagator:
P = ei z
√
(n k0)
2−k2
⊥
= e
i z n k0
√
1−
k2
⊥
(nk0)
2
≈ ei z n k0
(
1−
k2
⊥
2(nk0)
2
)
PF = e
i z n k0 e
−i z
k2
⊥
2n k0 . (5.9)
The square root approximation
√
1 + ǫ ≈ 1 + ǫ
2
is valid if
~k⊥
n k0
<< 1. With the Fresnel
propagator the propagation integral beomes:
u (~r⊥, z) = e
i z n k0
∫∫
u˜
(
~k⊥, 0
)
· e−iz
k2
⊥
2n k0 · ei(~k⊥~r⊥) d
2k⊥
(2π)2
. (5.10)
This equation is known as the Fresnel diration integral.
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5.1.3 QFQ - Fresnel transformation
Equation 5.10 is an inverse Fourier transform of a produt. This orresponds to a onvo-
lution integral
u (~r⊥, z) =
∫∫
u (~r′⊥, 0)GF (~r⊥ − ~r′⊥, z) d2r′⊥ (5.11)
with
GF (~r⊥, z) = e
i z n k0
∫∫
e−iπ z λ ν
2
⊥ · e2πi~ν⊥ ~r⊥ d2ν. (5.12)
GF represents a Fourier integral of a square phase whih an be analytially derived and
one obtains the Fresnel integral in position spae.
u (~r⊥, z) =
−i
λ z
· ei n k0 z
∫∫
u (~r⊥
′, 0) eiπ
1
λ z
(~r⊥−~r⊥
′)2d2~r⊥
′. (5.13)
When exluding one square phase fator the integral beomes:
u (~r⊥, z) =
−i
λ z
· ei n k0 z · eiπ
r2
⊥
λz ·
∫∫
u (~r⊥
′, 0) · eiπ
r′
⊥
2
λz · e−2πi 1λz~r⊥~r⊥ ′d2~r⊥ ′. (5.14)
Care has to be taken after the rst Fourier transformation with ~ν⊥ =
~r⊥
λz
beause the axis
is now saled with λz.
This propagation method will be referred to as the QFQ method, whih stands for:
produt with a square phase, Fourier transformation, and a seond produt with a square
phase. The QFQ method is named after the German word for `square' whih is `Quadrat'.
5.2 Numerial restritions of the salar propagation
During disretization of u (x, y) one has to hose a suitable dx and a suitable dy, whih
are in the following equalized dx = dy. The seletion of dx also denes the disretization
in the Fourier spae dν
dν =
1
N dx
(5.15)
with N being the sampling number. Due to the anti proportional relation between dx
and dν, a ner sampling in the spatial domain auses a rougher sampling in the frequeny
domain. The only way to inrease the resolution in the frequeny domain is by inreasing
N onsidering the same eld size W .
5.2.1 Evanesent limit
The PWS propagator term
PPWS = e
iz
√
(nωc )
2
−(~k⊥)
2
(5.16)
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from equation 5.8 determines the evanesent limit(nω
c
)2
≥
(
~k⊥
)2
(
n
λ0
)2
≥ (ν2 + µ2)
1
λ2
≥ R2ν
⇒ Rνmax =
1
λ
(5.17)
with the wavelength λ in the media. The frequeny radius Rνmax orresponds to waves
propagating with wavelength λ at 90◦ in the spatial domain.
5.2.2 Maximum propagation length
The PWS propagator is an osillating funtion with inreasing frequeny for higher νs. It
is depited for two dierent propagation lengths z in the gures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Real part of the propagator for
z = 10µm
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Figure 5.2: Real part of the propagator for
z = 60µm
Aording to the Nyquist theorem, the sampling frequeny has to be higher or equal
than twie the highest frequeny of the sampled funtion
fsample ≥ 2 · fmax. (5.18)
As the sampling frequeny is xed at dν, z is limited to a ertain zmax. Higher zmax will
ause sampling errors in the outer frequeny regions.
A ondition for the highest or lowest propagation length z without sampling errors will
be derived in the following for the PWS propagator PPWS, the Fresnel propagator PF , and
the QFQ propagator PQFQ.
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5.2.2.1 zmax of the PWS propagator
The loal frequeny of a funtion is dened as
f =
1
2π
dφ
dq
(5.19)
with the angular funtion φ and the variable q. The angular funtion of the PWS propa-
gator is
φ = z
√
(nk0)
2 − k2⊥
φ (q) = z
√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2 (5.20)
with the derivative
dφ
dq
= z
1
2
√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2
· (−8π2q) . (5.21)
Insertion into equation 5.19 delivers
f =
1
2π
z
1
2
√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2
· (−8π2q)
f = −2πqz · 1√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2
. (5.22)
The loal period is dened as
Ploc =
1
|f | (5.23)
and beomes by inserting equation 5.22
Ploc =
√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2
2πqz
. (5.24)
The sampling theorem gives a ondition for Ploc: Ploc > 2dq
2dq 6
√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2
2πqz
z 6
√
(nk0)
2 − (2πq)2
4π q dq
. (5.25)
With insertion of
nk0 =
2π
λ
, dq =
1
Ndx
, q = νmax =
N
2
dq =
1
2dx
(5.26)
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the ondition for zmax is derived as
z 6
√
(nk0)
2 − ( 2π
2dx
)2
4π q dq
z 6
2N dx2
4π
√
4π2
λ2
− 4π
2
4dx2
z 6
N dx2
λ
√
1−
(
λ
2dx
)2
. (5.27)
With the omputational eld width W = N dx equation 5.27 an be presented in another
form:
z
W
6
dx
λ
√
1−
(
λ
2dx
)2
(5.28)
z
W
≈ dx
λ
(for λ << 2dx) (5.29)
The rough approximation of formula 5.29 an be used as a rule of thumb to determine an
estimation of zmax in relation to W ; example: if dx = 2λ, zmax = 2W .
For gure 5.2, the maximal propagation length an now be alulated: zmax = 64.5µm.
5.2.2.2 Alternative derivation of zmax
Another interpretation of the sampling approah an be derived in the position spae. The
maximum propagation length is dened as the distane z, in whih a plane wave, starting
in the origin of the omputational eld, under the maximum propagation angle given by
the sampling in the frequeny spae νmax, hits the border of the eld (gure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Computation area with a ray starting in the origin on the left side going under
ϑ to the sreen on the right side
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The maximum propagation angle of a plane wave λ0 is given by the minimum sampling
in the position spae λp whih is 2dx
ϑ = arcsin
(
λ0
λp
)
= arcsin (λ0 · νmax)
= arcsin
(
λ0 · 1
2 dx
)
. (5.30)
The plane wave hits the border of the omputational eld W/2 if
z =
W
2 tanϑ
. (5.31)
Insertion of formula 5.30 into equation 5.31 with
tan (arcsin (x)) =
x√
1− x2 (5.32)
delivers the same formula as the one derived for the PWS with the sampling approah (see
5.27)
z =
W
2 tan
(
arcsin
(
λ0
2 dx
))
=
N dx
2
·
√
1− ( λ0
2 dx
)2(
λ0
2 dx
)
=
N dx2
λ0
·
√
1−
(
λ0
2 dx
)2
. (5.33)
5.2.2.3 zmax of the Fresnel propagator
A repetition of the onsiderations for zmax for the PWS propagator delivers for the Fresnel
propagator:
φ (q) = −z λ π q2
dφ
dq
= −2z λ π q
f = −z λ q
Ploc =
1
z λ q
2dq 6
1
z λ q
z 6
N dx2
λ
z
W
6
dx
λ
. (5.34)
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This is the same result as the rough approximation for zmax of the PWS propagator in
formula 5.29.
5.2.2.4 zmin of the QFQ method
The limitation of the QFQ method is inverse to the limitation of the Fresnel propagator:
the method is not limited by a zmax but by a zmin. The limitation omes from the saling
in position spae of the QFQ method. The sampling dxQFQ sales with
dxQFQ =
λ · z
N · dx. (5.35)
For small z, the sampling dxQFQ beomes smaller than the sampling dx of u(x, y) in the
origin plane, thus information in position spae are lost. Therefore, the limitation of the
QFQ method is given by:
dx ≤ λ · z
N · dx
zmin ≥ N · dx
2
λ
. (5.36)
This is the same limit as for the Fresnel propagator, but the diretion is inverse (ompare
with formula 5.34).
5.2.2.5 Comparison of zmax for the PWS and the Fresnel method
The analysis of zmax shows that
dx
λ
is the determining relation. An inrease of the sampling
N , while keeping the omputational area the same, even dereases the maximum propaga-
tion length. The only way to propagate into longer distanes without sampling errors is by
either dereasing the spatial sampling (inreasing dx) or by inreasing the omputational
area W while leaving dx unhanged. Figure 5.4 shows zmax in relation to
dx
λ
.
The smallest possible dx in the PWS method has to be bigger than λ/2. This might
be onfusing but νmax for dx = λ/2 orresponds to a wave propagating with λ at 90
◦
and
therefore has no kz omponent anymore.
One has to keep in mind that these limitations of dx and zmax are only solid in the worst
ase senario, if the funtion u˜
(
~k⊥, 0
)
beomes onsiderably higher than zero near the
evanesent limit. In the majority of ases, energies in the frequenies near the evanesent
area are small enough to neglet sampling errors within these regions.
5.3 Propagation errors
The three desribed propagation methods stand for dierent physial wave models: the
PWS method propagates spherial waves, while the Fresnel and QFQ method propagate
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Figure 5.4: Maximum propagation length in relation to dx/λ
paraboli waves. In the far eld, the spherial or paraboli waves beome plane wave fronts,
the eld of the Fraunhofer far eld approximation, whih was not desribed here. The PWS
and Fresnel method depend on the orret sampling of their propagator to avoid additional
sampling errors while the QFQ method has no sampling problem with inreasing distanes.
In order to get an idea of the inuene of the sampling error, the rst part of this setion
ompares the Fresnel method with an analytial solution of the Gaussian beam based on
the Fresnel approximation.
5.3.1 Sampling errors of the Fresnel propagator
The sampling errors depend strongly on the frequeny omponents of the regarded light
distribution u (x, y, z = 0). Distributions with only low frequenies will be aeted later
than those with higher frequeny omponents. To get an idea of the inuene, two Gaus-
sian beams with σ1 = 10µm and σ0 = 0.8µm and both with λ = 500 nm will be propagated
one analytially (Fresnel approximation) and one with the Fresnel propagation method
of formula 5.10.
A Gaussian beam in 1D
u (x) = e−π(
x
σo
)
2
(5.37)
with its Fourier transform
u˜ (ν) = e−π (σ0 ν)
2
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is propagated analytially into z diretion with the Fresnel approximation
u (x, z) =
∫
e−π (σ0 ν)
2 · e−iπλzν2 · e2πi ν x dν
=
∫
e−π ν
2 (σ20+i λ z)·e2πi ν xdν
=
∫
e−π ν
2w2·e2πi ν xdν
=
1
w
e−π (
x
w )
2
(5.38)
with w2 = σ20 + i λ z.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between analytial and the Fresnel propagated Gauss beam (both
with Fresnel approximation)
The maximum propagation length is depited as a vertial line in the left image. The
dierenes between the analytial and Fresnel propagated Gauss beams are in the order of
< 10−6 even for a large propagation distane z = 2mm (≈ 10 · zmax) (gure 5.5 shows two
visually equal Gauss beams).
The reason is the small frequeny width of the Gauss beam in Fourier spae (
νσ gauss
νmax
≈
5%), where the sampling error has almost no inuene.
To see dierenes, higher frequenies or a smaller σ is needed. The seond omparison
hanges σ0 = 10µm to σ0 = 0.8µm. All other parameters are left unhanged.
The omparison shows that the Fresnel propagation is aurate as long as zmax is not
exeeded. Due to the periodiity ondition of the Fourier transformation, the Gaussian
soure is repeated in x-diretion with the image width as period. If one introdues the
same periodiity into the analytial omparison, the errors behind zmax vanish. The last
Fresnel omparison in gure 5.7 shows the same propagation as the one in the seond
omparison but with a periodially arranged analytial Fresnel Gauss beam.
5.3.2 Sampling errors of the PWS propagator
The PWS method was derived without approximations for the propagator and should
therefore be aurate for the superposition of plane waves. A plane wave propagation is
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between analytial and Fresnel propagated Gauss σ0 = 0.8µm
beam (both with Fresnel approximation)
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between analytial and Fresnel propagated Gauss σ0 = 0.8µm
beam (both with Fresnel approximation). This time, the analytial Gauss is periodially
repeated in x-diretion and the propagation distane z inreased by a fator of 3 to demon-
strate the disappearane of the error seen in omparison 5.6
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analytially given by
u (x, y, z) = ei(kx·x+ky·y+kz·z) (5.39)
with
~k = (kx, ky, kz). In 1D, the propagation vetor ~k beomes
~k =

 kx√
k20 − k2x

 (5.40)
with kx = k0 · sinϑ and the angle of inidene ϑ. Disrete plane waves, plane waves whih
exatly math a frequeny in the Fourier spae, are derived with the formula
ϑ = asin (λ0 ·m · dν) (5.41)
with the integer m = −N/2..N/2− 1.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between analytial plane wave expansion and PWS
The omparison in gure 5.8 shows that even for the highest possible angle of inidene,
the deviation between analytial and PWS propagated plane waves is within the error of
numerial alulations < 10−10.
5.3.3 PWS, Fresnel, or QFQ
The question remains, when to hoose whih propagation method.
As the Fresnel propagator is an approximation of the PWS propagator without any
notieable advantages, one should always hoose the PWS propagation within the distane
limit zmax.
For omparison of the PWS and the Fresnel method with an analytial value, the inter-
ferene pattern of three plane waves propagating at ±ϑ and 0 is hosen. The plane wave
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with +ϑ is shifted by one dϑ in order to avoid areas with totally destrutive interferene.
dϑ orresponds to a shift of −dν in Fourier spae. The standard deviation was alulated
from the summation of the absolute value over all deviations from the referene value in
one z-plane. Sine the deviation depends mostly on the propagating distane z and the
angle ϑ, a 2D san over z and ϑ is depited in gure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Standard deviation in logarithmi saling of the PWS and the Fresnel method
with inreasing z and plane wave angles ϑ; the referene is the interferene of three plane
waves with −ϑ, 0, and ϑ−dϑ. Simulation properties: N = 1024, λ = 500 nm, dx = λ (this
determines ϑmax = 30
◦
)
The gure for the Fresnel deviations shows the limitation of the Fresnel propagation
for small angles, sine it is a paraxial approximation.
For distanes of several zmax, one has to look at the frequenies of the plane wave de-
omposition. If the values of the higher frequenies are near zero, the propagation distane
an be inreased without suering noteworthy errors. The plane wave with the highest
angle and a signiant amplitude determines the maximum propagation length aording
to formula 5.31. If the omputed eld shows signs of reetions or interferene patterns
from waves oming from the outside, the maximum propagation length was already on-
siderably exeeded.
For even longer distanes, the QFQ method is the best hoie: the paraxial approxima-
tion is aurate in the far eld and due to the saling of the omputation eld in position
spae, plane waves leaving the omputation eld are not problematial. This behavior is
shown in the last omparison of this setion with gure 5.10: QFQ propagated Gauss beam
and an analytially propagated Gauss beam, both with Fresnel approximation (the Gauss
beam is the same as the one in gure 5.6).
The standard deviation for the QFQ method drops with inreasing distane z. The
minimum distane aording to formula 5.36 is zmin = 0.128mm. The value of the stan-
dard deviation is in the order of 10−3, due to the undersampling of the Gaussian beam in
the origin plane (dx = 500 nm and σ0 = 800 nm) and not due to the method itself.
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QFQ Gauss ( N = 1024 , dx = λ/2 , σ0 = 0.0008 )
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Figure 5.10: Standard deviation in logarithmi saling of the QFQ and the analytial
propagated Fresnel Gauss beam. Simulation properties: N = 1024, λ = 500 nm, dx = λ/2
In summary, the PWS method is the best hoie for distanes from 0 to zmax. For dis-
tanes of several zmax, the sampling of the highest frequeny omponent with a notieable
energy has to be heked for its orretness. If it is sampled orretly, the PWS method
an still be used, if not, the QFQ method has to be hosen.
5.4 In inhomogeneous media
In inhomogeneous media, the index of refration n is a funtion of spae. The salar
propagation methods in the previous setions are based on a onstant refrative index.
The following setion will desribe and ompare two known methods for the propagation
of light in inhomogeneous media: the beam propagation method (BPM) and the wave
propagation method (WPM). Both methods divide the volume into small z-slies in whih
the z-omponent of the refrative index is onstant. The WPM will be further investigated
to prevent the energy onservation problem.
5.4.1 BPM
The beam propagation method introdued by Flek et al. [21℄ in 1976 is a paraxial numerial
solution of the Helmholtz equation (see also Feit and Flek [19℄). It is based on the division
of the volume into small z-slies with n (z) = const. In eah z-slie, the mean value of
n˜ = (x, y) is alulated and the light propagated through the homogeneous z-slie with n˜.
The new light distribution is then given by the propagated light through the homogeneous
medium, multiplied with a phase orretion fator. The BPM is illustrated in table 5.1.
For the propagation through the homogeneous media, the PWS method should be
used. The errors introdued by the BPM arise from the averaging of the refrative index in
onjuntion with the orretion phase, where the dierent propagation angles are omitted.
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u (x, y, zj) Light eld at zj
⇓
n˜ = 1
NxNy
∑
x,y
n (x, y, zj) Mean value of n (x, y, zj)
⇓
u (x, y, zj)
PPWS→˜
n
un˜ (x, y, zj + δz) Propagation in medium with n = n˜ and z = δz
⇓
un˜ (x, y, zj + δz) · ei δz δn(x,y,zj) Corretion with phase fator (δn = n˜− n (x, y, zj))
⇓
u (x, y, zj + δz) Light eld at zj + δz
Table 5.1: Shemati of one BPM step
5.4.2 WPM
The wave propagation method presented by Brenner and Singer [5℄ in 1993 is a new nu-
merial method derived from the beam propagation method. It treats every plane wave
orretly aording to the propagation angle and is therefore aurate for angles up to 85◦
degrees; the drawbak is the higher omputational omplexity, beause the inverse Fast
Fourier transform [12℄ is inappliable. The shemati for a 1D WPM step is depited in
table 5.2. Two limitations are mentioned in the WPM paper: δz << λ0
δn
and dx ≤ λ0
2·nmax
.
The rst limitation is well met in index media with low gradients and the seond ondition
limits the maximum size of the sampling in position spae. For a omparison of the BPM
with the WPM, the author used Maxwell's Fisheye as inhomogeneous media:
n (r) =
n0
1 +
(
r
r0
)2 . (5.42)
This refrative index distribution perfetly images a point soure from on side of the Fisheye
onto the other side. This should be true for a series of sueeding sheyes as well. Figure
5.11 shows the BPM and WPM method for a series of ve sheyes. While the BPM eld
already shows aberrations from the rst foal point, the WPM method images the point
soure again and again. Sine the Gaussian soure is narrow, the spetrum is omposed
of higher frequenies and therefore of higher propagation angles, thus the paraxial BPM
method is not suitable. In the WPM image the inreasing distortions are learly visible,
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u (x, zj) Light eld at zj
⇓
u˜ = FFT (u)
⇓
u (x, zj + δz) =
∑
x
∑
νx

u˜ · e2πi δz
√√√√( n(x,zj)
λ
)2
−ν2x · e2πi x νx

 Light eld at zj + δz
Table 5.2: Shemati of one WPM step (1D)
BPM |u|2 (N=512, W=128µm, λ=1µm, σ=0.2µm, dz=0.1µm)
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of BPM and WPM with the same parameters for the propagation
of light oming from a narrow Gaussian point soure
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and this with the abidane of the authors' restritions (dz = λ0
10
). The energy inreases
with z, the topi of the following setion.
5.4.3 The energy problem of the WPM method
The additional energy is generated by the higher frequeny omponents: gure 5.12 shows
the orresponding Fourier spetrum to Figure 5.11. The distortions derease with higher
Fourier spectra of the BPM |fft(u)|2
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]
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Figure 5.12: Fourier spetra of the BPM and WPM simulation with the sheye from gure
5.11
sampling in x- and z-diretion but they umulate and appear only a few sheyes later.
Sine the distortions ome from the frequenies near the evanesent limit, one possible
way to prevent them is to simply ut o frequenies higher than a ertain vmax. Whih
vmax is suited depends on the gradient of the refrative index distributions. For smooth
gradient proles like Maxwell's Fisheye, the limitation has not to be as strit as for index
proles with refrative steps. The evanesent limit depends on the index of refration and
this index is not onstant in one z-slie. For the same sequene of ve sheyes, in the
following omparison frequenies beyond the evanesent limit of the lowest refrative index
in a z-slie nmin, the mean index nmean, and the maximum index nmax are ut o
ν <
n
λ0
(5.43)
and the energy is plotted as |u|2. The omparison shows an inrease in energy for the
methods with no ut-o, and ut-o with nmax. The more restrited methods with nmean
and nmin do not show this behavior, where the energy drops very slowly, going from one
sheye to the next. The stability of the WPM method and the energy for the ut-o
frequeny with nmean is shown in the last gure 5.14 for a series of 25 sheyes, where the
fous behind eah sheye is attained ontinuously without any distortions.
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Figure 5.13: Energy development in z-diretion for the propagation of light through 5
Maxwell's Fisheyes with the WPM method and dierent ut-o frequenies (N = 512,
λ0 = 1µm, dx =
λ0
4
, dz = λ0
5
).
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Figure 5.14: WPM propagation through 25 Maxwell's Fisheyes with ut-o frequeny
ν < nmean/λ0 (N = 512, λ0 = 1µm, dx =
λ0
4
, dz = λ0
5
).
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5.5 Conlusion
Salar propagation methods in homogeneous and inhomogeneous media have been om-
pared. In homogeneous media, the Rayleigh & Sommerfeld (or PWS) method for distanes
smaller than z 6 N dx
2
λ
is the best hoie in terms of auray. For longer distanes, one has
to be areful if plane waves with not negligible energies reah the omputation eld bound-
aries. In this ase, these waves have to be ut o, for example with a smooth retangular
funtion with a width depending on the propagation distane z. For even longer distanes,
the QFQ or `Fresnel in position spae' method is well suited. The omputational eld
sales with inreasing distanes, and the errors introdued by the paraxial Fresnel approxi-
mations are negligible in the far eld. The ombination allows a preise light propagations
from several mirons to the far eld of several thousand kilometers and more.
In inhomogeneous media, the wave propagation method with adapted ut-o frequen-
ies is a powerful numerial simulation method. The frequeny limitations depend on the
gradient of the refrative index distribution. For gradient index lenses like Maxwell's Fish-
eye, the mean index of the z-slie divided by the base wave length
nmean
λ0
proofed to be a
suitable limitation. For distributions with higher gradients or even index steps, the energy
development over the propagation has to be arefully investigated and the frequeny lim-
itations set aordingly. The ongoing researh enhanes the WPM from a salar method
to a vetorial method, whih an treat polarization eets, Fertig and Brenner [20℄.
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Chapter 6
Simulation of UV deep lithography
In the early 1970s, lithography was onsidered an art. It was the time when Rik Dill and
his team started their work to transform the art into a siene. The result are the four so
alled `Dill papers' ([16℄,[17℄,[29℄,[18℄) from 1975. The Dill papers were the rst approah
to model the lithography proess and the most ited papers in this researh eld. In the
following 34 years, the theories and models on lithography improved and are nowadays an
indispensable tool for most people working with lithography (see Mak [37℄). Commerially
available software like SAMPLE, PROLITH, or Dr. LiTHO model the omplete lithogra-
phy proess and provide all features from simulation of the imaging system over optial
proximity orretion down to the hemistry of the resist while exposing and developing.
Simulation of the lithography proess an be divided into three main parts: simulation
of the illumination system in front of the mask, diration on the mask and propagation of
light into the resist, and simulation of the hemial proesses to obtain the nal struture.
The illumination system used in this work has already been analyzed in Part 2 and the
light pattern in front of the mask is known. The post exposure proess is omposed of the
post exposure bake, where the polymerization happens, and the development where the
non polymerized moleules are dissolved. This area is still an ongoing researh eld (see
Shmid et al. [44℄). The sope of this hapter is not to present another omplete simulation
software but to analyze the inuene of a given light distribution in front of the mask in
order to simulate the energy distribution inside the resist on the basis of the previous
hapter on salar wave propagation methods with an extension for absorbing media.
6.1 PWS in absorbing media
During exposure the hemial properties of a photoresist hange aording to the exposure
dose and resist properties. The proper simulation of the intensity inside the resist is the
basis for the following hemial onsiderations to determine if moleules are dissolved or
not. The presented salar propagation methods in the previous hapter were based on
homogeneous non absorbing media for oherent light. The PhD student Liu extended the
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salar propagation method for absorbing media [34, hap. 4℄: In absorbing media, the
refration index is given by
nˆ = n+ i κ (6.1)
and the propagation of a plane wave by
E (x, y, z)) = E0 · ei(kx·x+ky·y+kz·z) · e−γz z (6.2)
with kz hanging from k
2
z = n
2k20 − k2x − k2y to
k2z =
1
2
·
[(
n2 − κ2) k20 − k2x − k2y +
√[
(n2 − κ2) k20 − k2x − k2y
]2
+ 4n2κ2k40
]
(6.3)
and
γz = n κ k
2
0
1
kz
. (6.4)
This is an inverse relation between the propagation and the attenuation part.
In the following, the Rayleigh and Sommerfeld diration integral will be adapted to
absorbing media. In homogeneous non absorbing media the diration integral is
u (~r⊥, z) =
∫∫
u˜ (k⊥, 0) · eizkz · ei(~k⊥~r⊥) d
2k⊥
(2π)2
(6.5)
with kz =
√
(nk0)
2 −
(
~k⊥
)2
.
For absorbing media, the new kz from equation 6.3 has to be inserted and the attenu-
ation part e−γz ·z added. This delivers
u (~r⊥, z) =
∫∫
u˜ (k⊥, 0) · eizkz · e−γz ·z · ei(~k⊥~r⊥) d
2k⊥
(2π)2
. (6.6)
With k⊥ = 2πν⊥ and the abbreviation
w =
(n2 − κ2)
λ2
− ν2⊥, (6.7)
kz is
kz =
√
2π ·
(
w +
√
w2 + 4n2
κ2
λ4
) 1
2
(6.8)
and the integral in ν beomes
u (~r⊥, z) =
∫∫
u˜ (ν⊥, 0) · eizkz · e−n κ k20
1
kz
·z · e2πi(~ν⊥~r⊥) d2ν⊥. (6.9)
For the following omparison of a PWS propagation with and without absorption, a ret-
angular aperture (l = 50µm) is illuminated with a perpendiular inident plane wave. The
3D intensity prole is alulated in a volume with Nx,y = 512, dx,y = 0.25µm, dz = 1µm,
λ = 365 nm, n = 1.7, and κ = 0.0002 . Figure 6.1 shows a y-slie at y = 0 from the 3D
volume for non absorbing and absorbing media.
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Figure 6.1: Mask diration on a 50µm retangular aperture and light propagation in non
absorbing and absorbing media alulated with the adapted PWS method. Simulation
properties: Nx,y = 512, dx,y = 0.25µm, dz = 1µm, λ = 365 nm, n = 1.7, and κ = 0.0002 .
6.2 Partially oherent illumination
Until now in this work, mask diration of a single plane wave was onsidered. Chapter
2.1 about UV illumination systems showed that a real illumination soure onsists of a
broad angular spetrum. Eah point in the Fourier domain orresponds to a plane wave
propagating at a disrete angle with a ertain energy. Additionally, most UV illumination
systems emit not oherent but partially oherent light, suh as illumination systems with
merury bulbs. For a more realisti simulation, the angular spetrum of the illumination
soure has to be analyzed, deomposed into plane waves, eah plane wave dirated at
the mask and propagated into the resist, and nally the intensities of all plane waves
aumulated to reeive the resulting intensity 3D volume.
6.2.1 Saling of the angular spetrum of the illumination soure
The measurement of the angular spetrum of an illumination system was desribed in
hapter 2.1.1. For the simulation, the measured data has to be saled to t to the grid given
by the sampling in the frequeny spae. The input data onsists of an image representing
the angular spetrum of the illumination system. Eah pixel orresponds to a ertain angle
and the pixel size psc to the sampling of the amera. The measurement image is shown in
gure 6.2. The measurement shows lear signs of reetions ausing a shifted ghost image.
The seond gure 6.3 depits the adapted measurement, onverted to gray sale and the
ghost image manually retouhed. The relation between the propagation angle δ and the
image sampling psc was
δ = atan
(
n · psc
f
)
(6.10)
with the number of pixels from the image enter n. For the salar propagation theories,
the relation between propagation angle ϑ and frequeny sampling dν was
ϑ = arcsin (λ0 ·m · dν) . (6.11)
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Figure 6.2: Measurement of the angular
spetrum of the mask aligner with aperture
r = 4mm
Figure 6.3: Converted and edited measure-
ment image
For small angles one an approximate sin (α) = tan (α) obtaining the saling relation
cscal · n · psc
f
= λ0 ·m · dν (6.12)
or for n = m
cscal =
λ0
N dx
· f
psc
. (6.13)
With the measurement parameters ( f = 60mm, psc = 6.25µm) and the simulation
parameters ( Nx,y = 512, dx,y = 0.25µm, λ = 365 nm ) the saling fator beomes cscal =
27.4. This means that the measurement image has to be saled down by this fator. The
resulting image is shown in gure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Saled image from the angular measurement
With an aperture size of ≈ 4.5 pixels, formula 6.11 delivers the orresponding aperture
angle as 0.7◦ whih is in agreement with table 2.2 on page 16.
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6.2.2 Deomposition of the plane waves and partially inoherent
superposition
Eah pixel in the saled measurement image 6.4, the angular spread of the light soure,
orresponds to a plane wave impinging on the mask at a ertain angle. The onvolution
in Fourier spae of mask and angular spetrum orresponds to a multipliation in position
spae
u0pw = umask · F−1 (u˜pw) (6.14)
with the index pw standing for the eld of one plane wave and umask for the binary mask
eld. After propagating u0pw aording to formula 6.9 and alulating the 3D intensity dis-
tribution for eah plane wave, all intensity distributions have to be aumulated to reeive
the nal partially oherent 3D intensity distribution for a partially oherent illumination
soure.
Isum =
∑
pw
∣∣Ppws2 (umask · F−1 (u˜pw))∣∣2 . (6.15)
To show the inuene of a broader angular spetrum, the mask diration and light prop-
agation in absorbing media for the same parameters like in gure 6.1 is alulated one for
a single plane wave illumination and one for the angular distribution of gure 6.4. Figure
6.5 depits the intensity distribution in a z-slie at z = 100µm.
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Figure 6.5: Mask diration on a 50µm retangular aperture and light propagation in
absorbing media for z = 100µm alulated with the adapted PWS method - on the left
with a single plane wave illumination and on the right with the spetrum of the mask
aligner with the aperture r = 4mm. Simulation properties: Nx,y = 512, dx,y = 0.25µm,
λ = 365 nm, n = 1.7, and κ = 0.0002 .
The omparison shows the inuene of the real spetrum as a kind of smoothing of the
intensity distribution. Due to the small width of the angular spetrum of ϑ = ±0.7◦, the
struture shows no signs of broadening.
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6.3 Development model
For a realisti simulation of the hemial proesses during exposure and the following pre-
bake and development steps, detailed knowledge about the hemial and physial properties
is needed (see Shmid et al. [44℄). With this knowledge, one basially solves a transport
equation and alulates the polymerization degree. For the sope of this thesis, these
proesses are simplied to a ut-o threshold, whih depends only on the intensity distri-
bution. In this simple model, the developer dissolves the resist, where the intensity is below
a ertain threshold. The result of this model is a 3D volume plot. For the simulation, the
mask aligner light soure with an aperture r = 4mm was used and the resist simulated
with an absorption of κ = 0.0002 . For the 3D volume, a z-slie every 4µm was alulated,
see gure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Normal exposure: remaining re-
sist struture after development, simulated
by propagation of partially oherent light in
absorbing media with a following simplied
development step
Figure 6.7: High exposure: same simula-
tion as in the left image but with a redued
threshold to simulate overexposure
While the left gure belongs to the lass of normal strutures with a slight underut,
the struture in the right image 6.7 shows lear signs of overexposure due to a redution
of the threshold, whih orresponds to an inrease in the exposure dose.
The ries shown in both simulations an be veried on some SU-8 strutures. Figure
6.8 shows a magnied retangular SU-8 struture and gure 6.9 a magnied image from
the simulation shown in gure 6.6.
Even though the periodiity is only akin, the ries at the edges are very similar and
suggest that these ries are based on partially oherent interferenes.
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Figure 6.8: Ries on a SU-8 sidewall edge Figure 6.9: Simulation of a SU-8 retangu-
lar struture
6.4 Conlusion
The simulation of lithographi proesses helps to understand the underlying bakground.
The light propagation in absorbing media from Liu was adapted for the PWS propaga-
tion method to simulate the absorption of a given resist. While eah plane wave itself is
propagated oherently, a partially oherent light soure an be simulated by deomposing
the angular spetrum in single plane waves, propagating eah plane wave, alulating the
intensity prole, and aumulating all intensity proles. For a rst approximation of the re-
sulting lithographi strutures, an intensity threshold was used to deide whih parts of the
volume will be dissolved and whih will remain. For a real appliation of this simulation,
the parameters for the resist, in this ase SU-8, have to be analyzed and the simulation
adapted.
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Part III
Appliations of miniaturized
omponents
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Chapter 7
Optial interonnets in the Future
DAQ projet
At the GSI (Gesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung) in Darmstadt a new Faility for An-
tiproton and Ion Researh (FAIR projet) is planned to be built until 2016 with a ost
estimation of around 1.2 billion Euro [11℄. It is an international aelerator faility of the
next generation. At its heart is a double ring faility with a irumferene of 1100 meters.
A system of ooler-storage rings for eetive beam ooling at high energies and various
experimental halls will be onneted to the faility (gure 7.1).
Figure 7.1: Conept of the FAIR projet at the GSI in Darmstadt (image from GSI Darm-
stadt)
The CBM projet is one of the experiments at FAIR. The goal of the researh program
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on nuleus-nuleus ollisions at the new aelerator faility at GSI is the investigation of
highly ompressed nulear matter. Matter in this form exists in neutron stars and in the
ore of supernova explosions. In the laboratory, super-dense nulear matter an be reated
in the reation volume of relativisti heavy-ion ollisions. The baryon density and the
temperature of the reball reahed in suh ollisions depend on the beam energy. In other
words, by varying the beam energy one may, within ertain limits, produe dierent states
and phases of strongly interating matter.
The experimental task is to identify both hadrons and leptons and to detet rare events
in a heavy ion environment. The hallenge lies within the seletion of rare events in nuleus-
nuleus ollisions with harged partile multipliities of about 1000 per entral event at
reation rates of up to 10 MHz. Suh measurements require fast and radiation hard de-
tetors, fast and self-triggered read-out eletronis, a high-speed data aquisition system,
and online event seletion based on full trak reonstrution. The CBM experimental
setup omprises the following detetor omponents (see CBM Progress Report 2008 [8℄):
Silion Traking System (STS), Miro-Vertex Detetor (MVD), Ring Imaging Cherenkov
detetor (RICH), Transition Radiation Detetor (TRD), Muon Chamber/Absorber System
(MUCH), Resistiv Plate Chambers (RPC), Eletromagneti Calorimeter (ECAL), Proje-
tile Spetator Detetor (PSD), see onept in gure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: Conept of the CBM detetor (image from GSI Darmstadt)
The high speed data aquisition system is the ontent of the Future Data Aquisition
projet (Future DAQ), where as part of this work, a onept for optial interonnets had
to be developed and a demonstrator had to be built.
The hapter starts with a desription of the developed optial network hierarhy of the
CBM detetor and explains the need of pluggable optial interonnets based on VCSEL-
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ber-ouplers. The hapter ontinues with the development of miniaturized integrated
ber ouplers, the main ontribution of this work. This oupling onept is then used on
the demonstrator board and the advantages for Ative Optial Cables are disussed at the
end of the hapter.
7.1 Preliminary design of an optial network hierarhy
Huge amounts of data will have to be transported from the detetor to the omputer nodes.
Estimations refer to 6k serial links at 2.5Gbit/s . With 25m length and the demand of
radiation hardness, optial links are favored over eletrial interonnets. Additionally,
the read out boards are on dierent voltage levels ±300V and in the reah of very strong
magneti elds, making the task for eletrial interonnets even more ompliated. One
other advantage of optial transmission is the redution in weight and size. Calulations of
the onstrution engineers ame to the onlusion that the foundation of the building had
to be made stronger to withstand the huge weight of opper for the eletrial transmission
ables and the largely redued size omes to hand in a room, where spae is a valuable
ommodity.
Fortunately, this is not the rst aelerator faility whih operates with optial links.
The CMS detetor of the large hadron ollider (LHC) at Cern, established 65k optial
links at up to 2.5 Gbit/s. The tehnial design used is from the year 2000 but some very
important insights from their Lessons learned have to be kept in mind (see Vasey [53℄,
Gan et al. [22℄, and Troska et al. [52℄). Next to the insight about problems onerning large-
sale prodution and quality management, three important lessons were: use ommerial
o-the-shelf as muh as possible, do not use pigtails, and radiation hard VCSELs and bers
are available on the market.
In order to avoid pigtails, pluggable ables are needed to ross the rst 25m. Sine the
read out boards are eletrial and the transmission has to be optial, the idea was born
to develop a able whih onnets with eletrial pins, onvert the signal into an optial
one inside the plug, and to transmit it via ber. This onept dates bak to 2004 and is
nowadays alled Ative Optial Cables (AOC), a very fast growing market. The eletronis
for the eletro-optial onversion, the read out boards, and the protools are designed by
the group around Prof. Brüning from the Chair of Computer Engineering, University of
Heidelberg, and are not part of this thesis. The fous here is on the optis.
The 6k serial links have to over the 25m from the detetor to the rst shielded room.
The path box here bundles the ables to ribbon ables with 12 bers eah, reduing the
number for onnets from 6k to 500 to over the 150m to the nodes. The onept is
depited in gure 7.3.
From the 6k links only 2k-4k are needed, the rest are spare bers for dead links. The
tehnique to bundle bers in this way was also used by the LHC onsortium; they even
added another bundling stage to onentrate 8x12 bers into one multi ribbon able. These
tehniques are state of the art but researh in the eld of oupling VCSELs to ber in a
very ompat and ost eient way without pigtails is needed. This is the ontent of the
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Figure 7.3: Conept of the network hierarhy for the CBM detetor
following paragraphs after a brief introdution into VCSELs.
7.2 VCSELs
The invention of the VCSEL (Vertial-Cavity Surfae-Emitting Laser) in 1979 by Soda et al.
[49℄ and the rst demonstration at room temperature by Koyama et al. [30℄ nally provided
the ommuniation market with a ompat and high-performane light soure to replae the
edge emitting lasers. VCSELs have many advantages: a perpendiular emitter, low power
onsumption, ost eient prodution, on wafer testing, improved beam harateristis,
high modulation bandwidth, and they allow ompat 2D arrays. The typial beam one
angle of a VCSEL, the angle where the radiation drops to 1/e2, is around 12.5◦. They are
fabriated basially as top or bottom emitting versions depited in gure 7.4 and gure
7.5.
Figure 7.4: VCSEL top emitter: the light is
emitted on the side of the bumps
Figure 7.5: VCSEL bottom emitter: the
light is emitted through the substrate
While the top emitter is the standard version of the VCSEL, the drawbak results
from the emitted light and bumps being on the same side. If the top emitting VCSEL is
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ontated by wire bonds, one has to take are while oupling not to damage these wires,
or if the VCSEL is ip hipped on a substrate, one has to guide the light through the
substrate. Both options redue the degree of freedom for the optial oupling design. The
bottom emitting VCSEL radiates through the bulk substrate, whih has to be thinned in
order to keep the attenuation small. The benet of the more omplex fabriation proess is
that these VCSELs an be ip hipped on any board or hip, emitting the light in the free
spae above; no wires ompliate the oupling into wave guides. In the following oupling
onepts, all VCSELs are bottom emitting ones.
7.3 Conepts oupling VCSEL to ber
VCSELs are typially fabriated on a 250µm grid, whih should be met by the ber
oupling strutures in order to ouple VCSEL arrays ompat with ber arrays. The
standard method is butt- or diret oupling, where the ber is diretly mounted on top of
the VCSEL. If the perpendiular oupling is not wanted, for example if the ber has to
be in the plane of the board and the spae above the VCSEL is limited, either a VCSEL,
bonded on a 90◦ tilted plane, or a mirror for deetion is needed. The three onepts are
shown in gure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Conepts for VCSEL to ber oupling: diret oupling on the left, tilted VCSEL
and bers in SI-V-grooves in the middle, and oupling via a mirror on the right.
Eah onept an be expanded with additional omponents to inrease the oupling
eieny, for example with lenses to image the VCSEL into the ber. All oupling designs
are a trade-o between osts, oupling eienies, and power onsumption. Lenses inrease
the oupling eieny and therefore derease the power onsumption of the system, but
they have to be fabriated, aligned, and mounted ausing additional osts. The goal here
is to develop a onept whih ombines all advantages without additional osts.
7.3.1 Coupling onepts
Diret oupling is the standard tehnique to obtain high oupling eienies without ad-
ditional omponents by minimizing the distane between VCSEL and ber. Automated
high preision alignment stages position and x single VCSELs with bers and do the
pakaging. While this tehnique is favored for single onnetors, array onnetors need
additional omponents to guide the bers within the adapted grid.
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Nowadays in 2009, the ommon tehniques for ompat in plane array oupling (gure
7.6, middle) are VCSELs bonded on a 90◦ tilted mount, whih is aligned with a module
ontaining V-grooves for ber alignment. The V-grooves are fabriated either by ething in
SI along the rystal axis, or in other materials with miro mahining and laser appliations.
While the V-groove fabriation is well understood, the tilted bonding and alignment still
ause higher fabriation osts.
In 2002, K.-H. Brenner and U. Bruening from the University of Heidelberg had the idea
for a ompat integrated VCSEL to ber oupler whih ombines deetion of the emitted
light by 90◦, high preision ber alignment, and a simplied ber insertion.
Figure 7.7: Top view: new inte-
grated ber oupling design for two
hannels with funnels to simplify
ber insertion
Figure 7.8: Side view: new integrated ber ou-
pling design with VCSEL ip-hipped on a driver
and serializer hip, spaers, and the integrated ber
oupling mount with 45◦ mirror on a thin glass sub-
strate
The onept is depited in gure 7.7 and gure 7.8. The primary hallenge here lies
in the prodution of the integrated ber mount ontaining the mirror and to nd suitable
repliation tehniques for large-sale prodution. The steps leading to the nal design
are desribed in the next paragraph after a short introdution into the main inuenes
onerning oupling eienies.
7.3.2 Coupling eieny
Next to the prodution osts and size, the oupling eieny of a ber oupler is the
most important property of the design. A low ost design will not be aepted by the
market if the oupling eieny is too low, and another design involving additional ostly
omponents to inrease the eieny will not be suessful either. Coupling eieny, or
oupling loss, of a ber oupler depends on the alignment of the ber with the oupler,
their properties, and the distane in between. Alignment faults are misalignment in x- and
y-diretion and angular mismath, whih appear if the ber is not exatly entered on the
optial axis of the laser. The numerial aperture of the ber also has to be at least as big
as the one of the laser, or additional attenuation will be introdued. The distane or gap
between the ber and the laser is separately mentioned here beause of its huge impat on
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the oupling loss and beause in some designs this gap annot be redued below a ertain
value. While diret oupling allows a minimization of the gap into regions lose to zero,
light deetion on a mirror involves a minimum distane between laser and ber only due
to pure geometris.
The inuene of the gap distane z on the oupling eieny is depited in gure 7.10
for a oupling simulation of a VCSEL with a ber in relation to the gap size z (setup see
gure 7.9) with the simulation properties: VCSEL with Gaussian beam prole and a one
angle of 12.5◦ (NA = 0.216), perfetly aligned ber with mathing NA, `mixed' simulation
mode with 33 rings.
Figure 7.9: Simulation
setup
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Figure 7.10: VCSEL to ber oupling eieny in relation to
gap size z (RayTraer: gaussian point soure with 33 rings in
mixed mode)
The diagram shows how strong the oupling eieny depends on the distane z, for
example the oupling eieny of a rf = 31.25µm multimode ber drops from 70% to
25% going from z = 200µm to z = 400µm.
These results make it lear that VCSEL to ber oupler designs based on at mirrors
and with inter media substrates are limited to low oupling eienies due to the design.
Ways to improve the performane of ber ouplers based on mirrors and their fabriation
tehniques are presented in the following paragraph.
7.4 Integrated ber ouplers
The ombination of alignment struture, mirror, and funnel into one integrated struture
promises a very ompat VCSEL to ber oupling design. UV deep lithography as fab-
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riation tehnique was hosen, beause it is apable of feature sizes in the miron range
with high aspet ratios. The rst integrated ber oupler was fabriated in 2004 by a
modied SU-8 lithography proess for slanted strutures involving water immersion. Two
years later, in 2006, onsiderations about large-sale prodution and repliation tehniques
lead to the seond version. The third version from 2008 nally inreased the oupling
eieny by optimizing the mirror surfae. In all three versions, the spae between ber
and mirror was lled with UV-adhesive to x the ber and also to math the indies. The
three designs are desribed in the following paragraphs.
7.4.1 Version 1
The main task for the rst version of a slanted ber oupler was the development of the UV
deep lithography proess with inlined exposure and water immersion (see hapter 2.2.4).
As a demonstration of this onept, gure 7.12 shows a amera image from the bottom
of the oupler with a light guiding ber inserted. The mirror funtionality is based on
the total reetion between the slanted mount and the air. The spae between ber and
mirror struture has therefore to be lled with an index mathing material. UV adhesive
is suitable and ats as index mathing and ber xation at the same time.
Figure 7.11: Version 1: oupling onept Figure 7.12: Version 1: view through the
substrate onto the ber mount for four
hannels. The inserted ber guides light
whih is deeted on the mirror.
The reetions shown in the amera image are a proof for the priniple of the oupling
onept. The form of the reetion, a irular area with aberrations, is a rst sign of a
suient surfae quality obtained by the UV deep lithography proess.
7.4.2 Version 2
Sine the lithographi fabriation of SU-8 strutures is not the best hoie for large-sale
prodution, the struture has to be altered to meet the demands on master strutures for
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repliation proesses like soft lithography (see hapter 3.2). Soft lithography is a mold-
ing tehnique, whih only tolerates marginal underuts. The slanted strutures with 45◦
on both sides are denitely out of sope. The underut has to be lled with a seond
perpendiular exposure, see gure 7.13.
Figure 7.13: Version 2: underuts from inlined
exposure are lled with a seond perpendiular
exposure step
Figure 7.14: Version 2: array of SU-8
ber ouplers fabriated by double ex-
posure
Without lling the underuts, the repliation is needlessly ompliated. With the un-
deruts lled, the strutures are ready for large-sale prodution with soft lithography.
However one basi problem remains: the low oupling eieny.
7.4.3 Version 3
The deetion of light on the mirror has not only the drawbak that the distane between
the VCSEL and the ber is inreased, resulting in a redued oupling eieny, but also
oers the possibility to use the mirror as a fousing devie. The laser sanner, used in
this work to generate the masks for the ontat UV lithography, is also apable of writing
partially irular rings. This allows to give the mirror a irular shape and to integrate a
fousing eet for one axis into the devie. A mask with a irular aperture and exposed
with inlined radiation produes a slanted SU-8 ylinder with a fousing eet similar to
a ylinder lens. The onept is depited in gure 7.15.
In order to determine the optimal radius of urvature, and to aount for all the dier-
ent layers of air, substrate, repliated material, ber, et., the RayTraer from hapter 4
was developed. The main features of the RayTraer are: aurate alulation of the energy
transfer on index boundaries, ustomized surfaes, Gaussian soures, and optimization fea-
tures. The reetion alulation for a slanted ylinder is desribed in hapter 4.2.1.
The setup for the version 3 oupling simulation and optimization with all important
dimensions is depited in gure 7.16 with a 3D plot from the RayTraer in gure 7.17.
The optimal radius depends primarily on the optial path length between VCSEL and
ber and is kept xed for the simulation. With a at mirror, the simulated oupling
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Figure 7.15: Version 3: ber oupler with urved mirror
Figure 7.16: RayTraer simulation senario
with the lateral dimensions and refration in-
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Figure 7.17: RayTraer 3D plot of the se-
nario with a urved mirror
eieny for this setup is 39.5%. The inreased eieny in relation to the radius of
urvature of the mirror is simulated in `mixed-mode' for 40 rings and the VCSEL as
tehnial Gaussian point soure with 12.5◦.
The plot in gure 7.18 shows an optimum around rmirror = 174µm with a oupling
eieny of 62%. This orresponds to a gain of 57% in relation to the eieny of a at
mirror. The losses for the optimal urved mirror result from: index boundaries 10.5%,
ber ore aperture 89%, and ber NA missmath 0.5%.
7.4.4 Perfet mirror surfae
If the mirror surfae is not limited by fabriation restritions and an be optimized as free
form surfae, what would be the perfet surfae prole? One way to nd an answer to this
question are numerial optimizations, starting with a at surfae and step by step deform-
ing the surfae trying to reah an optimal oupling eieny. Another method from the
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Figure 7.18: Version 3: ber oupler eieny in relation to the mirror's radius of urvature
eld of beam shaping generates mathematial equations desribing the ray transformation
of the surfae and solves, again numerially, a omplex equation system in order to nd
the optimal surfae.
For the very speial ase of the ber oupler, mathematiians have already found a
solution. The geometrial form of a spheroid, an ellipsoid with two of the three main axis
being equal (a = b , ), has the property to reet a ray starting at one foal point always
in a way that the ray goes through the seond foal point. The priniple is depited as
RayTrae simulation for a 2D ellipse in gure 7.19.
Figure 7.19: RayTrae simulation of an el-
liptial reetor with the soure in the left
foal point
Figure 7.20: 2D plot of a spheroid with a =
b
This imaging priniple of elliptial surfaes an now be used for the mirror of the ber
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oupler, but the parameters of the ellipsoid have to be found. The parameters are ahieved
in two steps: transform the system into a similar one in homogeneous media and determine
the parameters for the ellipsoid in homogeneous media. Sine the ellipsoid is rotational
symmetri along its main axis, only the parameters b and c have to be determined (a = b).
7.4.4.1 Transformation of the system into homogeneous media
The elliptial reetor in this example is made of UV adhesive (NOA) with a refration
index of 1.56. In order to alulate the parameters for the elliptial surfae, the setup from
gure 7.16 has to be transformed into a setup with an homogeneous refration index. In
the following alulations, the enter point of the mirror
~CM represents two properties: the
geometrial enter of the mirror surfae and the fat that it is the point where the optial
axis, starting at the soure, going in z-diretion, hits the mirror surfae. Following the
meridional ray on the optial axis from the VCSEL through
~CM into the ber, the system
an be simplied by ignoring the optial axis hange aused by the reetion as shown in
gure 7.21
Figure 7.21: Adapted setup for the alulation of the foal points. The dotted line marks
the rays going bak from the mirror surfae to nd the virtual soures in a homogeneous
media
Foal point 1 is found by traing the outer ray from the VCSEL, going at 12.5◦ in
the setup, onto the mirror surfae and then traing the ray bak, but ignoring the index
boundaries. The NA determines the maximum propagation angle whih is still aepted
by the ber. Following a ray starting on the outer ore diameter of the ber into the ber,
going at ϑf , the seond foal point is found. The results are also depited in gure 7.21.
7.4.4.2 Determining the parameters for the ellipsoid
The foal points Fo1 and Fo2 determine the diretion of the main axis of the ellipsoid with
~se =
~Fo2 − ~Fo1∣∣∣ ~Fo2 − ~Fo1∣∣∣ , (7.1)
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the eentriity
ee =
∣∣∣ ~Fo2 − ~Fo2∣∣∣
2
, (7.2)
and with ~se and the optial axis ~ez, the rotation angle ϑ of the ellipsoid beomes
ϑ = arccos (~se · ~ez) . (7.3)
Now, the ellipsoid enter
~C is alulated
~C = ~Fo1 + ~se · ee (7.4)
and moved into the origin by shifting the vetors
~F1 = ~Fo1 − ~C , ~F2 = ~Fo2 − ~C , ~CM = ~CMo − ~C. (7.5)
In the next step, the rotation matrix D
D =


1 0 0
0 cosϑ − sinϑ
0 sinϑ cos ϑ


(7.6)
is used to rotate the ellipsoid onto the z-axis.
~CM beomes the point ~P on the surfae of
the rotated ellipsoid by multipliation with the rotation matrix D
~P = D · ~CM . (7.7)
Sine the ellipsoid is rotation symmetri with the axis a = b, the equation for the ellipsoid
is redued to a 2D elliptial problem. The equations of the ellipse
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
− 1 = 0 (7.8)
and
c2 = b2 + ee2 (7.9)
are now the basis to determine the two missing parameters b and c with the known point
~P = (x, y, z) on its surfae
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
− 1 = 0
b2 = c2 − ee2
⇒ y
2
c2 − ee2 +
z2
c2
− 1 = 0
y2c2 + z2
(
c2 − ee2)− c2 (c2 − ee2) = 0
c4 − c2 (y2 + z2 + ee2)+ z2ee2 = 0 . (7.10)
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The last equation beomes with c′ = c2 a standard quadrati equation delivering c. b is
obtained by inserting c into equation 7.9. For the regarded VCSEL ber setup, the ellipsoid
parameters for the RayTraer are (all units in µm):
~C =


0
172.2
136.1


a = b = 246.5
c = 348.6
ϑ = 44.3◦ .
Figure 7.22 shows the RayTrae results with these parameters.
Figure 7.22: 3D plot of the RayTrae simulation for the integrated ber oupler with an
optimized elliptial mirror surfae and a simulated oupling eieny of 93%
The oupling eieny inreases to 93%. Around 4% are due to losses at index bound-
aries and the other 3% beause the ber is too lose to the mirror and the outer rays
annot be foused into the ber while keeping the NA limit of the ber. Inreasing the
distane da by only 25µm and alulating the ellipsoid again, brings the ber oupler to
the theoretial optimum of 96.4% for the regarded setup.
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7.4.4.3 Summary
The previous setion desribed the new onept of an integrated and ompat ber oupler
using an optimal mirror surfae whih reahes the theoretial maximum oupling eieny
for the regarded setup of 96.4% (da = da+25µm). The formulas for the alulation of the
elliptial mirror surfae and the parameters for the regarded setup are given. Additionally,
the ber oupler with an optimal mirror surfae an be repliated using standard repliation
methods without inreasing osts.
7.5 Demonstrator
After the onept and the optimization phase of the integrated ber oupler in the previous
paragraphs, the experimental proof has to follow. In order to be independent from the
eletronis and to test the optial performane only, the oupling eieny between a
ber and a ip-hipped bottom emitting VCSEL, driven with the onstant urrent of Iv =
4.1mA, is measured. The VCSEL from the ompany ULM Photonis, whih now belongs
to Philips, is a 5Gbps VCSEL, emitting at 850 nm with a beam divergene ϑ = 12.5◦ half
width 1/e2 and the optial power of 1mW (at Iv = 5mA). As integrated ber oupler,
a version 3 ber oupler with a mirror radius urvature of 175µm was lithographially
fabriated with double exposure and via soft lithography, repliated on a thin substrate
with thikness ds = 160µm, see gure 7.23.
Figure 7.23: Integrated ber oupler version 3 with four hannels, fabriated with UV deep
lithography and repliated in UV adhesive on a thin substrate
For the measurement, a multimode grin-ber with a ore radius of rf = 31.25µm and
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a NA of 0.27 was inserted and xed with UV adhesive. The VCSEL to ber oupling
eieny measurement is desribed in the next paragraph followed by an analysis of the
power budget for a omplete transmission system, VCSEL-ber-photodiode.
7.5.1 Coupling eieny measurements
The measurements were realized with a Newport photometer and a detetor head for
850 nm in three steps: referene measurement, diret ber oupling measurement, and
oupling measurement with the integrated ber oupler version 3. The three steps are
depited in gure 7.24.
Figure 7.24: The three measurement steps: diret VCSEL measurement, diret ber ou-
pling measurement, and measurement with the integrated ber oupler version 3
The optial power of the VCSEL at 4.1mA is measured in step 1 as P0 = 580µW.
In step 2, the ber was aligned above the VCSEL and the oupling eieny measured
every 50µm. In order to ompare the results with the simulation values from gure 7.10
(Gaussian point soure oupled to ber), the simulation results are saled to meet the
maximum measurement value, see gure 7.25.
The measurement shows a similar development of the values in omparison with the
simulation. Possible errors are: misalignment of ber and the optial axis dened by the
VCSEL, and mismath of the Gaussian beam prole of the VCSEL with the simulated
beam harateristis.
For step 3, the ber from step 2 was xed in an integrated ber oupler version 3 and
the onstrut aligned with the VCSEL. In order to protet the fragile VCSEL, spaers were
set next to the VCSEL, whih proved later to be too large (≈ 400µm, inreasing the gap
between VCSEL and substrate from 50µm to 250µm). The measured optial power was
78mW, whih orresponds to a oupling eieny of 14%. Sine the simulation, inluding
the bigger gap, showed a theoretial oupling eieny of 27%, the rst measurement was
quite promising. Figure 7.26 and gure 7.27 show two photos from the measurement setup.
The left one depits the measurement of the diret VCSEL to ber oupling, and the right
one depits the rst measurement of the integrated ber oupler with spaers.
A better way to protet the VCSEL is to embed it into a UV adhesive layer. In suh a
layer, the VCSEL is not only proteted, but the beam divergene is also redued due to the
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Figure 7.25: Step 2: diret VCSEL to ber oupler measurement in omparison with the
results from a RayTrae simulation (ϑ = 12.5◦, rc = 31.25µm)
higher refration index, inreasing the oupling eieny. Therefore, a very small droplet
of UV adhesive was set diretly next to the VCSEL and the surfae tension fores of the
liquid engulfed the VCSEL in a small UV-adhesive bubble. After uring, the VCSEL was
embedded in a highly transparent layer. For the measurement, a seond droplet of UV
adhesive, as index mathing between the VCSEL protetion layer and the substrate with
the ber oupler on top, was added to prevent deetion eets of the protetion layer
surfae, see gure 7.28.
With this improved setup, the oupling eieny inreased to 40%, giving a total optial
power inside the ber of 400µW with the VCSEL driven at 5mA ,and an optial power
output of 1mW. In omparison, the simulated oupling eieny, assuming a gap distane
of 50µm lled with NOA, is 68.7%.
In the reetion measurement on SU-8 surfaes in hapter 2.2.7.2 on page 33, the mean
value of the reeted energy within an aperture of r/σ was 58%. The ombination of the
simulated losses on the perfet reeting mirror and the measured SU-8 surfae reetion
loss delivers 69% · 58% = 40%, exatly the same result as the measured one.
7.5.2 Power budget
The transmit power of the soure Pv, the attenuation introdued by the ber Af , and
the minimum reeive power Ppd of the photodiode determine the power budget, whih
is often stated in dB. The attenuation of a graded-index ber with a ore radius of
rc = 31.25µm is typially in the range of 3 dB/km. A 100m ber will introdue an
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Figure 7.26: Step 2: measurement setup for
diret VCSEL to ber oupling
Figure 7.27: Step 3: rst measurement of
the integrated ber oupler version 3 with
spaers
Figure 7.28: Step 3: measurement setup with VCSEL in NOA protetion layer and NOA
index mathing
attenuation of Af = 0.3 dB. With Pv = 1mW and Ppd = 10µW the power budget for the
transmission beomes
Ppb = 10 log10
(
Pv
Ppd
)
− Af = 19.7 dB. (7.11)
The oupling eieny, VCSEL to ber, for the version 3 ber oupler was simulated with
68.7% (−1.63 dB), and measured with 40% (−3.98 dB). The results an also be interpreted
as one attenuation oming from the setup with −1.63 dB and a seond one, oming from
misalignment and the mirror surfae −2.35 dB.
The oupling eieny for the end part of the transmission (ber to photodiode) has
yet to be determined.
For the simulation, the setup shown in gure 7.17 on page 112 is used again, this
time with the light oming from the ber and the VCSEL being replaed by a photodiode
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with variable aperture radius. Sine a larger photodiode means higher oupling eieny
but lower bandwidth, the system designer has to deide whih property is more important.
Figure 7.29 depits the 3D plot of the setup and gure 7.30 the simulated oupling eieny
between ber and photodiode, with the RayTrae onguration: area Gaussian soure with
4 rings in `mixed'-mode.
Figure 7.29: RayTrae 3D plot of the ou-
pling between multimode ber with rc =
31.25µm and a photodiode (oupler version
3)
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Figure 7.30: Coupling eieny between
ber and photodiode for the setup in gure
7.17 on page 112
Fibers with higher NA inrease the oupling eieny between VCSEL and ber but
derease the oupling eieny between ber and photodiode at the same time. This
beomes more ritial with smaller photodiodes. Choosing a photodiode with rpd = 50µm
and a ber with NA = 0.27, the simulated oupling eieny beomes 72% or −1.43 dB.
Table 7.1 lists the power budget and attenuations for this measurement setup with an
approximation of the optial performane of the demonstrator. The attenuations aused
by mirror and alignment are alulated from the relation between measured eieny
and simulated eieny, assuming a orret implementation of the beam harateristis.
The attenuations oming from the oupling between ber and photodiode ould only be
simulated; the estimation of the additional losses due to misalignment and mirror surfae
(−3 dB) are based on the measurements for the VCSEL to ber oupling (−2.35 dB).
The remaining power budget of 11.11 dB leaves a high margin for additional losses in-
trodued by misalignment and toleranes in large-sale prodution.
The potential of this very ompat integrated ber oupling devie with high oupling
eieny in the eld of ative optial ables is disussed in the following paragraph.
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Parameter Symbol Unit Value
VCSEL optial power Pv µW 960
PD minimum reeive power Ppd µW 10
Fiber attenuation 100 m Af dB -0.3
VCSEL-ber setup attenuation (simulated) As1 dB -1.63
VCSEL-ber mirror and alignment losses Am1 dB -2.35
Fiber-PD setup attenuation (simulated) As2 dB -1.43
Fiber-PD mirror and alignment losses (estimated) Am2 dB -3.0
Power budget Ppb dB 11.11
Table 7.1: Power budget and attenuations for the demonstrator using the integrated ber
oupler version 3
7.6 Ative optial ables
The market for ative optial ables (AOC) is primarily based on the demands of high
performane omputing. Reahing a transmission speed of 10Gbps while keeping the ables
long enough for the appliation demands, made people think about alternative onnetion
tehnologies. Their rst hoie was to go from opper ondutors to bers but this ame
with drawbaks. Fiber tehnologies require new network ards with optial interfaes and
trained speialists to handle all issues around bers suh as eye safety, leaning, spliing
and other onnetion problems.
AOC enapsulate the transeiver and optial onnetion inside the onnetor, dismiss-
ing all drawbaks of pure ber onnets, while keeping all benets of optial transmission.
Intel was the rst ompany to supply the market with this new kind of able and estab-
lished them within the InniBand speiation. This allows to remove the old opper
ables and simply put in the new AOC, gaining all optial benets without any additional
ompliations. AOC redue the weight and size in omparison with opper ables by more
than 80% while inreasing the possible transmission length from 10m to several hundred
meters. Additionally, the old problem that the interonnet is slower than the eletronis
is now inverted, making any advanes in eletronis to drive the light soures faster, auto-
matially inreasing the transmission speed of the able. End of June 2009, the ompany
Finisar announed an AOC with 12 hannels at 10Gbps for InniBand and 100 Gigabit
appliations.
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A market study Ative Optial Cables Market Analysis 2009 [28℄ predits a growth
for this segment from the present-year level of $100million to over $1.1 billion in 2010, and
then up to over $2.6 billion by 2013. This indiates the high demand on low pried, highly
eient oupling methods.
In the previous paragraphs, this thesis presented an integrated and ompat ber ou-
pler designed exatly for this purpose.
While the demands for large-sale prodution are already met with the repliation
tehniques of soft lithography, further improvement in the prodution proess an derease
the osts even more. Two basi assembly skethes follow.
The transeiver module onsists of a PCB with eletronis for the eletro-optial on-
version and a basi mount on whih the bers will later be xed for strain-relief. A simple
way to integrate the optis is to rst nish the omplete eletronis on the board, ip-
hipping the VCSEL, and to run a basi power test. If everything is working, the optis
are integrated in the next step. A thin layer of UV adhesive is applied onto the VCSELs
and the optial oupling module, whih onsists of a thin substrate with repliated inte-
grated ber ouplers on it, is aligned above them. After a short UV ash for uring, the
module is xed and the ber bundle an be inserted in one step, sine the pith of the
oupler is exatly 250µm mathing the pith of ber bundles. Now the bers have to be
xed and the omplete assembly an be enapsulated.
It would be even more beneial, if the substrate for the integrated ber ouplers
would beome dispensable by repliating the integrated ber ouplers diretly on top of
the VCSELs. This ould be ahieved with a high preision ip-hip mahine, whih already
ip-hipped the VCSEL and exatly knows, where the VCSELs are. By hanging the head
of the ip-hip mahine with a PDMS stamp, the same mahine an be used to repliate
the strutures diretly. A seond advantage of this diret method is an inreasing oupling
eieny due to the redued distane between VCSEL and ber oupler, sine the substrate
layer disappears. Figure 7.31 depits how suh a design of an optial module for a 6 hannel
bidiretional AOC able would look like.
The transmission speed only depends on the eletronis, whih reahed a speed of
12.5Gbps per hannel in 2009 with even higher rates being announed. The presented
very ompat integrated ber oupler allows designs with a density of four hannel per
millimeter per layer. Sine the height of suh an assembly is < 2mm one might think
about integrating more than one layer into the plug. Assuming a 2 layer design with a
1 cm optial module ontaining 20 bidiretional links with 10Gbps eah, the transmission
speed of this able would be 400Gbps bidiretional at a able size of ≈ 10mm x1mm.
7.7 Conlusion
The market for ables with optial transmission is growing rapidly, not only the long
distane area of teleommuniations, but also at short distanes. Ative optial ables
are perfetly suited to satisfy the market demands of a able that an be handled like a
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Figure 7.31: Design of the optial module of an AOC with 6 bidiretional hannels and
the integrated ber oupler version 3
standard opper able without thinking about optis, but providing all benets of optial
transmission. The appliation area is not limited to high performane omputing and
speial senarios like in high energy physis but will grow into shorter distanes and into
the onsumer market one the osts of the optial assembly are redued.
The presented onept of an integrated ber oupler with a fousing mirror is very well
suited for exatly this purpose, oering high oupling eienies, very ompat designs,
and standardized repliation methods. The measured oupling eieny of 40% with an
integrated ber oupler version 3 on a substrate an even be improved; by optimizing
the mirror surfae as presented with the perfet mirror design in the previous hapter,
or by reduing the distane between VCSEL and ber. The latter an be ahieved with
an adapted repliation method rendering the arrier substrate unneessary. The oupling
eieny using the perfet mirror surfae inreases to the theoretial maximum of 96.4%,
all losses being due to refration index boundaries whih an be further dereased by index
mathing.
The master for the demonstrator of the integrated ber oupler was produed with UV
deep lithography and repliated with soft lithography.
Chapter 8
Parallel mirosopy for the ViroQuant
projet
The ViroQuant projet is established under the roof of the BioQuant projet as part of
FORSYS (Forshungseinheiten der Systembiologie). As a projet in the eld of systems
biology, it fouses on the systemati and quantitative investigation of omplex ellular
networks that are essential for viral infetions. As one part of the projet, biologists dene
and model gene funtions on a genome-wide sale using high-throughput uoresene-
mirosopy [42℄. Besides a high spatial resolution, the imaging speed, espeially in time-
lapse imaging [41℄, is an important fator.
A signiant inrease in san speed an be ahieved by parallelization. The parallelism
of mirosopy is limited by the size of one imaging system and the ratio between lens
diameter (DL) and the eld of view (FoV) of the objetives. Thus miniaturization oers
the possibility of a higher degree of parallelism. Furthermore, the aberrations sale down
with the lens size (see Lohmann [35℄).
In the following paragraphs, parallel mirosopy is investigated and maro objetives,
miro lenses, and GRIN-rod lens systems are ompared. The latter will be analyzed in
more detail. Sine the exitation light has to be separated from the imaging light in uo-
resene mirosopy, a beam splitter is neessary. The hapter is losed with an assembly
suggestion for a parallel mirosope using GRIN-rods, an integrated beam splitter, and
ompat mounts fabriated with UV deep lithography.
8.1 High-throughput parallel mirosopy
It is lear that the speed of mirosopy an be inreased by reduing the number of me-
hanial sans over the substrate. Assuming that the mehanial sans our along the
y-axis, one distinguishes between a parallelization in x-diretion and in y-diretion. Figure
8.1 depits the important parameters for a parallelization in x-diretion.
At the beginning, only the parallelization in the x-diretion is onsidered, sine the
y-diretion requires only a repliation of the hardware. An important fator for parallel
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Figure 8.1: Important paramters for a mirosopy parallelization in x-diretion
mirosopy is the ratio between FoV and DL. The maximum degree of parallelism an
be ahieved ideally if FoV/DL = 1. The ratio is limited geometrially by the desired
magniation and in quality by aberrations of the lens system.
8.1.1 Important parameters for parallel mirosopy
The maximum degree of parallelism in x-diretion Nx is determined by
Nx =
W
DL
(8.1)
and the eld of view an be desribed with the relation fator α by
FoV = α ·DL. (8.2)
With Nx and FoV the minimum number of sans Nscans on a substrate with the width W
results in
Nscans =
W
FoV
1
Nx
=
W
FoV
DL
W
=
DL
FoV
. (8.3)
Finally, the time needed to san a whole substrate is determined by
T =
DL
FoV
· 1
Ny
· H
vscan
. (8.4)
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Equation 8.4 points out three parameters to further optimize the sanning speed of a
parallelized mirosope in x-diretion: derease the ratioDL/FoV , inrease the paralleliza-
tion in y-diretion, and inrease the sanning speed. The ratio DL/FoV is limited by the
performane requirements on the optial design. A larger FoV , and keeping DL onstant
inreases the omplexity of the design. The parallelization in y-diretion equally depends
on the size of the lens DL and also on the size of the eletronis, while the sanning speed
depends on the detetor's quantum eieny and the uoresene properties. Sine lens
aberrations sale down with the lens diameter, reduing the omplexity of the opti design
for a high DL/FoV ratio and the parallelization in y-diretion also inreases with smaller
lens sizes, these results suggest to fous on designs with miniaturized lenses in order to
speed up the system.
Another time onsuming fator has to be mentioned here: the time for fousing. In
an examination of the system the biologists were using, most of the sanning time was
spent on nding the orret fous beause their substrates were not at. This problem is
approahed in two ways at the moment: measurement of the surfae prole using dee-
tometry (Slogsnat et al. [48℄) in order to alulate the orret working distane for eah
spot, and the development of an optial at substrate.
At the time, the optial at substrate is developed by a group from the ViroQuant
projet. The mirowell ell array ontains 9216 physially separated mirowells [25℄, see
gure 8.2, with a at surfae. A spot diameter of 400µm and a pith of 750µm in both
diretions is planned.
Figure 8.2: Mirowell ell array with a at surfae and 9216 physially separated mirowells,
the new version shall reah ∆x = ∆y = 750µm (image soure: ViroQuant)
In the following paragraphs, four dierent approahes for high throughput parallel
sanning mirosopy systems are analyzed and ompared: a lassial approah, an approah
with miniaturized lenses, one with miro lens arrays, and an approah with GRIN lenses.
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8.1.2 Parallelization with lassial objetives
Opti design is a siene and sometimes an art. Many years of development were invested
in order to produe the high performane objetives for uoresene mirosopy oered by
dierent ompanies. Therefore the rst approah of parallel mirosopy desribed here, uses
ommerially available objetives. The advantages are that these objetives are already
optimized for uoresene appliation and are diration limited going from UV to the near
infrared. A parallelized system of ommerially available objetives is developed by the
PhD student Lars Lehmann from the ViroQuant group. The system onsists of Olympus
UPLSAPO 10X2 objetives with a numerial aperture of 0.4, a lens diameter DL of 28mm,
FoV of 2600µm, and a parallelization fator Nx = 5. The hallenges in the development
are: ompat mehanis, alignment and assembly, and the integration of suitable ameras.
8.1.3 Parallelization with miniaturized lenses
While lassial opti design with glass lenses is well understood, the design of systems
using miro lenses and repliation material is still a researh eld. A leading ompany in
the eld of miniaturized parallel mirosopy is d.metrix. They assembled a system with
four miniaturized polymer lenses, inluding two aspheri surfaes, overing a eld of view
of 250µm. With a numerial aperture of 0.7, and a ratio of DL/FoV ≈ 8, the diration
limited system shows the potential of miniaturized designs. Their opti design is depited
in gure 8.3.
Figure 8.3: D.metrix opti design for miniaturized parallel mirosopy DL/FoV = 8
These miniaturized objetives are assembled in a 2D array in a kind that one san overs
a omplete area in one step. Sine the hromati aberration is only slightly orreted by
using two dierent polymers (COC and Polystyrol), the design is limited to a narrow
wavelength bandwidth.
8.1.4 Parallelization with miro lens arrays
Further redution of the size leads to the domain of miro lenses. They exist in many
dierent sizes, typially going from DL = 100µm to DL = 1000µm. While in the last two
designs, both surfaes of a lens were used to minimize the aberrations, one side of miro
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lenses is often planar. One of their advantages is that they are produed with high auray
in arrays, alled miro lens arrays, reduing the alignment omplexity in the subsequent
assembly, sine only one substrate has to be aligned instead of many single lenses.
Due to the size of the miro lenses in omparison with the required FoV = 400µm, it
beomes obvious that more than one san is neessary to over one spot. The following
system onept was developed to show a minimalisti design using only three lenses with
planar surfaes and a magniation equal to the ratio DL/FoV . The FoV was set slightly
larger than half the size of the required FoV, in order to be able to image one spot with
two sans. In addition to the two previous designs, a beam splitter is integrated into the
design, symbolized by a square blok of material. The beam splitter will later be used to
ouple the stimulating light into the system. The design is depited in gure 8.4.
Figure 8.4: Opti design with 3 miro lenses and a beam splitter, DL/FoV = 5, NA = 0.28
With 2 aspheres, 1 wavelength, 1 lens material, and a redued numerial aperture of
0.28, the design is almost diration limited aross the whole FoV of 220µm (see spot
diagram in gure 8.5) with a lens diameter of only 1mm. Eah lens onsists of 500µm
thik silia substrate with a repliated lens on top of it.
The harm of suh a system lies within the greatly redued ost in large-sale produ-
tion. One a master is fabriated, the system onsists of low ost repliated miro lens
arrays on planar substrates. The omplex alignment of single lenses to form objetives and
the subsequent assembly of objetives to parallel systems is redued to the alignment of a
few layers.
8.1.5 Parallelization with GRIN rod lenses
GRIN rod lenses fous light by their gradually hanging refration index. They are om-
merially available and diration limited up to a numerial aperture of 0.5. The gradient
index is typially radial symmetri along the optial axis with the highest value in the
middle, dereasing in a seh-like prole with inreasing r. The material that is diused
into the glass body denes the important parameters of a GRIN lens suh as pith and
absorption. Silver and lithium are often used for the diusion. While silver allows higher
gradients, the absorption below 450 nm inreases rapidly. GRIN lenses with lithium show
an inverse behavior, low absorption till 350 nm but also lower gradients inreasing the rod's
pith size. The transmission spetra for GRIN rod lenses with silver and lithium are shown
in gures 8.6 and 8.7.
Sine lithium rods are not suited for mirosopy due to their large pithes, whih
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Figure 8.5: Spot diagram of the miro lens array design, NA = 0.28, magniation 4.6
orresponds to low numerial apertures for a xed lens diameter, only silver rods are
regarded in the following.
8.1.5.1 The optial design
The optial design of the GRIN rod system is based on the required FoV of 400µm and a
numerial aperture of 0.3. Sine the GRIN rods have to be mounted on substrates, 500µm
SiO2 mount substrates are added in the design, see gure 8.8.
Whih side of the lens the substrates are added on has a huge inuene on the later
performane. For the rst lens, the substrate is better plaed behind the lens; if not, the
outer rays propagate loser to the boundaries of the lens, inreasing the aberrations. For
the seond lens, the substrate is again better plaed behind the lens; hanging the order
of lens and glass inreases the spot sizes by more than a fator of two.
The ideal gradient index prole of a GRIN rod lens is the seh-prole, onsidering the
imaging from the front surfae to the bak surfae of the GRIN rod lens. This prole is
often approximated with a Taylor series whih is ut o after the 4th order term:
n (r) = n0 + nr2 · r2 + nr4 · r4 (8.5)
In order to ahieve a diration limited design for a large eld of view, the parameter
nr4 of the lenses had to be optimized as well. It was hanged for the rst lens from
0.0044 (value from GRINTECH) to 0.001736 and for the seond lens to 0.009512. The
spot diagrams without and with optimized nr4 are shown in the gures 8.9 and 8.10 .
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Figure 8.6: Transmission spetrum for
GRIN rods with silver
Figure 8.7: Transmission spetrum for
GRIN rods with lithium
Figure 8.8: GRIN rod lens design with beam splitter and substrates (DL/FoV = 5, NA =
0.3, magniation 4.8)
8.1.5.2 Chromati aberrations
For most of the appliations in mirosopy, it is essential to orret the objetives for a
spei wavelength spetrum. Due to the dispersion of optial materials, the refrative
index for blue light is higher than for red light. Therefore in imaging, the foal length for
blue light is shorter than for longer wavelengths. The variation of paraxial foal length
depending on wavelength is alled hromati longitudinal aberrations.
The hromati foal shift desribes the position variation of the optimal fous for dier-
ent wavelengths. Good hromati aberration orretion results in a onstant fous position
while no orretion results in a varying position. The foal shift for the desribed GRIN
system is depited in gure 8.11.
The diagram shows the strong hromati aberrations of the GRIN system in terms of
hromati foal shift. The aeptable wavelength spetrum is smaller than 10 nm, limiting
the design to a very narrow spetrum.
One possible improvement of the system is the implementation of a dirative optial
element in order to minimize the hromati aberrations.
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Figure 8.9: Spot diagram of the opti design
with ommerial available GRIN rod lenses,
(DL/FoV = 5, NA = 0.3, magniation
4.8)
Figure 8.10: Spot diagram of the opti de-
sign with optimized (nr4) GRIN rod lenses,
(DL/FoV = 5, NA = 0.3, magniation
4.8)
8.1.6 Comparison
Before the systems are ompared, a few words about balaned opti designs in relation to
the eletronis are needed. The performane of the system not only depends on the optis,
but also on the eletronis, espeially on the amera and its pixel size. Even if the optis
are diration limited and image a 1µm point with magniation 5 perfetly on a 5µm
spot, the amera still has to sample it aording to Nyquist with at least two pixel to avoid
sampling errors. The pixel size would have to be < 2.5µm. At the time, available ameras'
or sensors' minimum pixel sizes are > 4µm. Therefore, a minimum magniation of 8 is
needed to avoid resolution loss due to too large amera pixel.
The omparison for high-throughput parallel mirosopes in table 8.1 does not inlude
onsiderations about the eletronis and fouses only on the performane of the optis.
The important number for the ViroQuant projet is `Sans to over spots'. This number
aounts for the dimensions of the mirowell ell arrays whih will be used in the ViroQuant
projet. Sine the spot diameter is 400µm and the pith is 750µm, the optis do not have to
san the omplete substrate but only the spots. The number `Sans to over spots' speies
the number of sans needed to san all spots on a mirowell ell array with a mirosope
parallelized in x-diretion (Nx maximal). The number is equal to the y-parallelization Ny
required to san the substrate in one pass.
The hromati aberration orretion is speied with two wavelengths for the miro
lens array and GRIN rod lens system. The reason is the integrated beam splitter for
oupling the exitation light into the system. Sine the light path for the simulated light
is separated, it an be optimized individually.
The omparison shows that the GRIN rod lens system overs all spots with a degree
of parallelization of only three in y-diretion, allowing the most ompat design. The
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Figure 8.11: Chromati foal shift of the GRIN system
Classi parallel Mini. lenses Miro lenses GRIN rod lenses
Magniation 10 7 4.6 4.8
NA 0.4 0.7 0.28 0.3
Objet resolution ≈ 1µm ≈ 1µm ≈ 1µm ≈ 1µm
Chr. aber. orr. yes minor 2 wavelengths 2 wavelengths
Lens diameter 28mm 2mm 1mm 2mm
Field of view 2600µm 250µm 220µm 400µm
Sans for total plane 12 8 5 5
Sans to over spots 12 6 4 3
Table 8.1: Comparison of the important parameters for a parallel mirosope design: las-
sial system, miniaturized lenses, miro lens arrays, and GRIN rod lens system
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following paragraphs will desribe how suh a system would look like and how it would be
assembled.
8.2 Conept and assembly of a parallelized mirosope
using GRIN rod lenses
The GRIN rod lens design onsists of two GRIN rod lenses mounted on substrates with a
beam splitter in between, as depited in gure 8.12.
The beam splitter, sensitive to wavelengths, ouples the exitation light into the ob-
jetive and also separates the reeted exitation light from the imaging light. Sine the
exitation wavelength is shorter than the emission wavelength, the beam splitter is re-
etive for wavelength up to a ertain limit and transparent for wavelengths above. The
assembly is desribed in the next paragraph.
8.2.1 Assembly
The assembly is done in three steps: fabriation of substrates with ring mounts for the
GRIN rods, insertion and xation of the GRIN rods, alignment of the two GRIN rod
layers and the beam splitter. UV deep lithography is used to fabriate the ring mounts for
the GRIN rods. Aording to the dimensions of the ViroQuant mirowell ell array, the
smallest pith of the lenses in x-diretion is 3×750µm = 2250µm. The pith in y-diretion
depends on the size of the illumination soure and the eletronis, and might be around
6mm. Three parallelizations in y-diretion are needed to san the substrate in one turn,
eah line shifted by 750µm. The optial assembly with Nx = 4 and Ny = 3 is illustrated
in gure 8.13.
After the fabriation of the ring mounts on a substrate, the GRIN rod lenses are inserted
and xed. Due to the high preision of the lithographi fabriated mounts, the GRIN rods
of this plane are aligned automatially. The beam splitter and the two substrates with
GRIN rods are the three layers whih have to be aligned and xed for the nal assembly.
The result is a ompat three layer stak, inluding all passive optial omponents in one
blok.
8.2.2 Beam splitter
The beam splitter master was fabriated with miro preision mahining by LFM in Bre-
men. The sample is 20mm long and due to the diameter of the lenses 2mm high (see
onept in gure 8.14). Using diret UV repliation, the master was repliated in UV
adhesive. The fabriation is desribed in more detail in hapter 2.3 on page 37 and the
repliation in hapter 3.1 on page 42.
Reetive oatings on the beam splitter surfaes apply the funtionality to be transpar-
ent for the imaging light and to be reetive for the exitation light (see gure 8.15). While
reetive oatings on glass and metal are state of the art, reetive oatings on polymers
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Figure 8.12: GRIN rod lens system design
with 2 lenses and 1 beam splitter
Figure 8.13: Planar assembly of a paral-
lel mirosope using GRIN rod lenses and
a beam splitter
are not (Munzert et al. [40℄). Munzert et al. desribe in their paper how polymers are
oated with high reetive layers using the properties of the polymer. One the beam
splitter is oated, the slanted grooves are lled with the same material the beam splitter
was made of, perfetly mathing all indies and making the beam splitter a planar blok.
Figure 8.14: Tehnial draw for the master
of the beam splitter
Figure 8.15: Funtionality of the beam
splitter: reetive for illumination light,
transparent for imaging light
In summary, the prodution and repliation for the beam splitter was suessful. While
the funtionality using oatings was demonstrated by other groups, it has yet to be demon-
strated for the repliated beam splitter.
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8.3 Auray of paraxial optis for GRIN rod lenses
Commerial GRIN rod lenses, as found in atalogs, are mostly desribed by paraxial for-
mula. In the following, the auray of this desription is ompared to a more rigorous
alulation using the software Zemax. Three appliations using one GRIN rod lens are
ompared: imaging system, oupling system where a point soure in front of the GRIN is
imaged on its bak surfae, and the ollimator system whih transforms a point soure in
front of the GRIN into parallel light.
Figure 8.16: Shemati draw of an imaging system using one GRIN rod lens
8.3.1 Paraxial alulation
In paraxial optis, systems an be desribed by ABCD matries. A simple imaging system
onsists of two propagation matries and one matrix desribing the optial system. If the
optial system onsists of one GRIN rod lens with the index prole
n (r) = n0 sech(g · r) (8.6)
with the approximation
n (r) ≈ n0
(
1− 1
2
g2 r2 +
4
25
g4 r4
)
(8.7)
and only regarding the rst two terms till r2, the system is desribed paraxially by the
equation

 x2
s2

 =

 1 d2
0 1

 ·

 cos (gL)
1
n0g
sin (gL)
−n0g sin (gL) cos (gL)

 ·

 1 d1
0 1

 ·

 x1
s1

 . (8.8)
From formula 8.8, the following equation an be derived by laiming the term m12 in the
expanded matrix to beome zero:
atan (n0 g d1) + atan (n0 g d2) = N π − g L N = 1, 2, 3, ... (8.9)
with the refration index of the GRIN rod in the enter n0, the objet distane d1, the
imaging distane d2, and the gradient onstant g.
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Sine this formula is only paraxial, the question omes to mind, how exat this formula
is if one inreases the numerial aperture. The following paragraphs ompare the paraxial
analytial solution with a ray trae simulation in Zemax whih inludes higher terms for
the approximation of the GRIN index prole.
8.3.2 Imaging system
For a given GRIN rod lens with the diameter D = 2mm, the refration index n0 = 1.629
and g = 0.312 /mm, the paraxial formula given in equation 8.9 is used to alulate the
system parameters: d1 = 0.984mm, L = 5.03mm, d2 = 3.948mm, and magniation
m = 2. Aording to formula 8.7, the oeients for r2 and r4 are: nr2 = −0.079287 /mm2
and nr4 = 3.21589 · 10−3 /mm4. The plot in gure 8.18 shows the RMS spot radius in
relation to lateral shifts around the alulated d2, while all other parameters are kept
xed. Figure 8.17 depits the optimal spot diagram for d2 = 3.97mm.
Figure 8.17: Spot diagram in the fous at
d2 = 3.97mm
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Figure 8.18: Spot RMS size: san through
the fous of the imaging system
The foal shift between paraxial alulation and simulation results as 22µm.
8.3.3 Coupling system
If d2 is set to zero, the imaging system fouses on its bak surfae, gure 8.19. One
appliation of suh a system is ber oupling. With d2 = 0, formula 8.9 is simplied to
atan (n0 g d1) = N π − g L N = 1, 2, 3, ... . (8.10)
A typial VCSEL to ber oupling problem, as desribed in the previous hapter, is a
VCSEL in distane d1 = 400µm from a possible ollimating GRIN rod lens with a diameter
of D = 250µm. Sine geometri optis sale proportionally in size, saling this problem
by a fator of eight leads an equal system with d1 = 3.2mm and a GRIN rod lens with
same parameters as disussed for the imaging system. Formula 8.10 alulates the length
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L of the required GRIN rod lens as L = 6.8015mm for the saled system. The auray
of this solution is now ompared with the analytial solution through a foal san around
the distane d1 with a xed L, see gure 8.20.
Figure 8.19: Setup of the GRIN oupler
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Figure 8.20: Spot RMS size: san through
the fous of the oupler system
The alulated soure position is 100µm loser to the GRIN rod lens than the simulation
suggests. While the rays are very lose to the optial axis indeed fous on the paraxial
distane, the aberration from the outer rays shift the optimal position.
8.3.4 Collimator
A ollimator transforms a point soure into ollimated light. The paraxial formula, in this
ase
d1 =
1
n0 g · tan (g L) , (8.11)
delivers d1 = 0.256mm for the same GRIN rod lens as in the previous paragraphs but with
a length of L = 4.62mm. Sine no real fous exists on the bak surfae, this time the RMS
diretion osines are used to evaluate the degree of ollimation.
Here, the paraxially estimated position of the soure is 12µm behind the optimal soure
spot.
8.3.5 Summary
In onlusion, the paraxial formulae are well suited for a rst estimation of the system
parameters, but for numerial apertures outside the paraxial restritions one has to simulate
the system in order to ahieve the best possible result.
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Figure 8.21: Setup of the GRIN ollimator
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Figure 8.22: RMS of diretion osines: san
through soure positions d1 along the opti-
al axis
8.4 Conlusion
Parallelization speeds up the sanning speed of high-throughput mirosopy, enabling biol-
ogists to san a larger parameter spae in their experiments. At the time, a parallelization
of lassial objetives with an optimized substrate and automated sanning mehanis are
due to their high imaging quality the best hoie for the assembly of parallel systems.
Miniaturized objetives with repliated lenses for parallel mirosopes are starting to be-
ome ommerially available and will inrease their market share, beause they beome
loser to the lassial objetives in optial performane while being heaper in prodution
and easier to assemble. The presented GRIN rod lens system shows the highest poten-
tial for a very fast and ompat sanning parallel mirosope, but a hromati aberration
orretion has to be inluded and the funtionality of the oated beam splitter has to be
demonstrated.
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Part IV
Conlusion
141
Chapter 9
Summary and perspetive
Summary
Miniaturization in general and optis in partiular are both key tehnologies driving the
progress in many multidisiplinary areas, enabling produts with more funtionality at re-
dued size and osts. At the time, miniaturization is often limited by the apability of the
applied fabriation proesses. Improvements in the fabriation tehnologies often lead to
improvements in the produts. UV deep lithography is one tehnology for the fabriation
of miniaturized omponents and is desribed in the rst part of this thesis.
The results obtained by photolithography are generally determined by the performane
of the optis, the properties of the resist, and the applied proesses. The thesis starts with
an investigation of the important parameters for illumination systems used in hard ontat
mask lithography. Homogeneity, angular deviation, and irradiane of a UV illumination
system are simulated, optimized, and measured in order to improve the quality of the
resulting SU-8 strutures. Applying an aperture in the foal point behind the y's eye
dereases the angular divergene at the ost of homogeneity and irradiane. Senarios
with dierent aperture radii are disussed. An aperture with a radius of ra = 8.5mm
was mounted into the illumination system, halving the angular deviation while keeping
homogeneity and irradiane in a tolerable region.
Inlined and multidiretional exposure inrease the variety of lithographially produed
strutures. A new setup for slanted exposure, using water immersion and a silia prism,
is introdued, and the irradiane inside the photoresist in dependene of the angle of
inidene and the dierent layers are analyzed. The analysis showed that water immersion
and prism inreases the possible struture angles from 36◦ up to 50◦. For higher angles,
index mathing with a higher refration index is needed.
While the fabriation of miniaturized master strutures is usually expensive, repliation
tehnologies enable low pried large-sale prodution. A diret UV repliation method and
soft lithography are investigated. In partiular soft lithography using PDMS is perfetly
suited for the repliation of lithographially produed strutures and is already used in
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industrial environments. The soft PDMS stamp also has the disadvantage of deforming
under pressure, making it diult to minimize the remaining repliation material layer.
Experiments on thin substrates showed that thin PDMS stamps, with the height of 1.5mm,
allow repliations with high auray and a minimal UV bias of about 40µm.
Light propagation methods in geometrial optis and salar wave optis are the top-
is of the seond part of the thesis. The demands of an optimized mirror surfae for a
ber oupler required the development of a ustomized ray traer. Gaussian point and
area soures are simulated using dened point distribution rather than a Monte-Carlo-
Simulation. Starting from a ring model for point soures used by the simulation software
Zemax, whih generates quite homogeneous ray distributions on a sreen, this model is
expanded to simulate Gaussian point and area soures by weighting eah ray aording to
the Gaussian funtion. The auray of this deterministi ray model is further improved
by mixing disrete ring radii (alled hexa mode) with a ontinuous helix like model (alled
helix mode). For the desired appliation of passing energies through apertures, the error
of the mixed mode for point soures drops under 1% for less than 10k rays, while for area
soures 30k rays are required for an auray of 2%.
Salar diration is often modeled by either the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld or the Fres-
nel method, the latter being an approximation of the rst method. Both methods are
restrited in their allowed approximation length zmax. An analysis showed that the max-
imum propagation length zmax depends on the sampling number N and the ratio dx
2/λ,
zmax ≈ N · dx2/λ. Inreasing the propagation distane beyond zmax introdues sampling
errors. The inuene of this error depends on the spetrum of the propagating plane waves:
if the spetrum energy is very lose to zero for the higher frequenies, zmax an be further
inreased. If not, another method alled QFQ method is proposed to be used instead.
Going from homogeneous to non homogeneous media, the salar methods have to be
adapted. The beam propagation method (BPM) and the wave propagation method (WPM)
divide the volume into small z-slies and propagate the light step by step through these
slies. While BPM assumes a homogeneous medium in eah slide and applies a phase or-
retion after eah propagation step, the WPM aounts diretly for the dierent refration
indies in the media. The propagation through a series of Maxwell's Fisheyes illustrates
the higher auray of the WPM but also shows an energy problem of the standard WPM
method. An analysis reveals that the additional energy is generated in the frequenies
near the evanesent limit. Dierent lipping methods for frequenies near the evanesent
limit are introdued to eliminate the energy gain. The lipping depends on the media
through whih the waves are propagating. Index steps aord a more restrited lipping
than gradient index proles, but this has to be further analyzed than presented here.
An expanded version of the salar propagation methods, whih inludes absorption, is
then used to simulate the intensity distribution inside a 3D absorbing volume behind an
aperture. This method is further expanded to simulate partially oherent light soures with
a speied angular spetrum by deomposing the spetrum into plane waves, alulating
the diration and propagation of eah plane wave and summarizing the intensities in the
last step. The observed ries near orners of some retangular SU-8 strutures are also
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found in the 3D simulation, indiating that these ries our due to light diration at
the aperture.
Appliations of miniaturized omponents in optial interonnets and parallel mirosopy
are disussed in the third part.
Interonnets between hips, boards, omputers, or larger entities are still mostly ele-
tri. The bandwidth demands inrease while the eletri interonnets already push the
physial limitations foring the developer to think about new onepts. Going from eletri
to optial interonnets removes the transmission restritions of eletrial wires but intro-
dues new problems suh as inreasing the osts, primarily in the prodution of eletri
optial transeivers but also in handling issues onerning ber tehnologies. A new on-
ept to ouple soures (VCSELs) to reeivers (photodiodes) is introdued, allowing very
ompat and low pried transeiver modules. The onept onsists of an integrated ber
mount for the alignment of bers and a 45◦ mirror to deet the light by 90◦ from and into
the bers. The oupling eieny is largely inreased by optimizing the mirror surfae and
reduing the distane between ber and the ative optial omponents, allowing oupling
eienies of 40%. Demonstrators are built using multidiretional UV deep lithography
in SU-8 and soft lithography for repliation on thin substrates. The thesis also shows
that these integrated ber ouplers are suited for large-sale prodution, beause standard
repliation tehniques like soft lithography are appliable. Ative optial ables are one
important industrial appliation of this new oupling onept where a ompat eletro-
optial reeiver has to be integrated into the onnetor, but every other appliation where
ber oupling is required, is also feasible.
Miniaturization is also interesting for parallel mirosopy. An analysis of the important
parameters of sanning mirosopy onerning the optis is desribed. Sine the lens di-
ameter in relation to the eld of view is the limiting fator for parallelization, four dierent
onepts are presented and analyzed: a lassial approah, one with miniaturized lenses,
one with miro lenses and nally one with GRIN rod lenses. The ustom-made GRIN
rod system, optimized for the mirowell ell array used in the ViroQuant projet, allows
the most ompat design, hene the fastest one. Finally, the design, assembly and some
omponents of the GRIN rod system are presented.
Perspetives
Miniaturization will ontinue in many elds of tehnology, allowing to integrate more fun-
tions into an equal volume. For example in the eld of optial interonnets, where ative
optial ables started with four interonnets in one onnetor, twelve interonnets are
already announed and more will follow. Improvements in fabriation proesses like ul-
tra preision mahining will further inrease the diversity of miniaturized omponents and
might soon make elliptial shaped mirror surfaes for the presented integrated ber oupler
possible, inreasing the oupling eieny to 96%. A higher oupling eieny also re-
dues the heat generated by the devie, beause the VCSEL's power an be redued while
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staying in the boundaries of the power budget.
The redued size of optial omponents will emphasize the researh in simulation meth-
ods for an aurate treatment of the vetorial harater of light. The presented salar
methods are only aurate for apertures onsiderably larger than the wavelength. The
ombination of dierent methods to simulate an optial system has already begun. Clas-
sial ray traer oer wave analysis methods and already implement polarization eets.
Optial simulations will have to ombine methods for all distanes, from near eld to far
eld, in order to satisfy the demands of the market. The inreasing omputational power
will further support the omputationally intensive simulations and thus allowing them to
beome more realisti, not only by faster proessors but also by speialized expansion ards,
for example GPUs.
Miniaturization in parallel mirosopy has already begun, like the system from Dmetrix
proves. These systems are still limited by the small variety of materials suitable for repli-
ation in omparison with the vast glass atalog available to lassial opti designer. With
the researh going on, new polymer ombinations might improve the hromati aberrations
enough to reah the imaging quality of lassial objetives. With an integration of hro-
mati aberration orretion, the presented ustomized GRIN rod system will beome an
interesting alternative to lassial parallel mirosopes, reduing the number of sans for a
omplete mirowell ell array to one.
Part V
Appendix
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